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SU?4MARY
In this thesis some topics in the field of Infinite Transformation 
Semigroups are investigated.
In 1966 Howie considered the full transformation semigroup 
on an infinite set X of cardinality m. For each a in t_^^X) he defined 
de.^e.ct 0^ a = def a and CotZü.p6Q, 0^ a = C(a) to be the sets X \ Xa and 
{% G X : i 3  IJ ^  Xf y X.) Xa -  y a } , respectively. Later, in 1981 
he introduced the set
Sm = {a E ii_y^ (x) : 1 def a | « { C(a) \ = ( ran a j = m, j f/a  ^ | < ra,
( Y  y G ran a) },
which is a subsemigroup of «_^^X) provided the cardinal m is A2,QLltojL,
Taking m to be a regular cardinal number, Howie proved that is then a 
bisimple, idempotent-generated semigroup of depth 4. Next he considered 
the congruence defined in by
U
A = {(a,3) € S X S : max ( | D(a,B)a | , | D(a,3)3 | ) < m} ,«•m m m
*where D(a,3) = (x E X : Xa ^ X3) and showed that’s = S /A is am m m
bisimple, congruence-free and idempotent-generated semigroup of depth 4.
• ,In this thesis comparable results are obtained for the semigroup 
which is the top principal factor of the semigroup
= {a E t_^ (^X) : j def a j = | C(a) | = m} .
Here it is no longer necessary to restrict to a regular cardinal m.
The set considered by Howie fails to be a subsemigroup of 
if m is not regular. It is shown that in this case <S^> = Q^ .
In the case where m = Mg (a regular cardinal) it is shovm that A^
is the only proper congruence on S^ .
r,
. (Vi)
Within the symmetric inverse semigroup (X), the Baer-Levi
*semigroup B of type (m,m) on X is considered and a dual B found. The products
* *  *BB and B B are investigated and the semigroup = <B B> is described.
The top principal factor of K is denoted by L and it is shown thatm m* -  —L — B B  U {o}. On the set L a congruence 6 , closely analogous to m m m
mm mm mm
the congruence A- defined above, is considered, and it is shown that L / 5 m m m
is a o-bisimple, inverse and nilpotent-generated semigroup.
Finally, two embedding theorems for inverse semigroups and semigroups 
in general are presented. The cardinalities of some of the semigroups 
introduced in this thesis are studied.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
According to Clifford and Preston [5] J. A. de Seguier, in 1904 [33] 
was probably the first person to use the term "6eJ7U.gAOUp" in a 
mathematical context. Though this was soon followed by L. E. Dickson [6], 
the first fundamental publication on Semigroup Theory was produced by 
A. K. Suschkev/itsch.[34], almost a quarter of a century later. Since 
then the interest in this field of abstract algebra has expanded with 
important results obtained by Rees [31], Clifford [4], Vagner [41],
Preston [29], Dubreil [7] and others. The first book on Semigroups was 
by Ljapin [21]. Clifford and Preston vol I (1961) and vol II (1967) 
wrote a book on a much larger scale, collating the material published in 
the field up to that point. More recent books include those by Howie [12], 
Petrich [28] and Lallement [17], the last-named being devoted to the many 
recent applications of the theory'.
Among the most obvious semigroups occurring in the "real world" is 
the semigroup of all mappings of a set into itself under the operation of 
composition of mappings. This is the semigroup analogue of the symmetric 
group on a set X and is indeed sometimes called the symmetric semigroup. 
More commonly, however, it is called the tACLyU^OAmcitLOn 'Ser/llgAOLip On
ike, 6 e i X and is denoted by . It has been studied by many authors,
including Howie [11, 13, 15] and Munn [24]. In this thesis, some 
infinite transformation semigroups are studied.
In this introductory chapter a number of basic concepts and results 
on the full transformation semigroup are presented. Most of them will 
be indispensable for the remainder of this thesis. For elementary 
concepts and propositions as well as notation on Semigroup Theory see 
[5, 12].
Let X be an infinite set of cardinality m, and let c^^X) be the 
full transformation semigroup on X. In 1966 Howie introduced the sets 
S(a), def a(= Z(a)} and C(a) as
S(a) = {% E X : X a ^ %} ; def (a) = X \ Xa .
C(a) = U i t G Xa , 1 % 2} ,
and refeired to the cardinals ( S (a) |, j def a { and \ C(a) ] as the the
dt^e.ct and the C.oiZcLp6e, 0^ a, respectively. In a more recent paper [15] 
some more precise terminology was introduced. For each infinite 
cardinal n not exceeding | X | , a bcilanczd o J im m t 0^ Weight n is defined
to be an element of L^CX) for Which
I S(a) j = j def a I = I C(a) { = n •
In fact from the obvious remark that def a E S(a) we may deduce that in 
the case where n = m (the only case we shall be considering here) the 
condition |s(a) j = m is a consequence of the conditions 
jdef a I = |c(a) | = ra. ' •
The set
{ct E : I S(a) 1 = 1 def a [ = | C(a) | = n) (1.1)
was denoted by Q^. It is a regular subsemigroup of t_^^) ».
Denoting the set of singular idempotents of <_^Tx) by E, Howie [11] 
showed that the subsemigroup <E> generated in by E is.given by
<E> = F U U{Q : n < m} ,n
where F is the subsemigroup of «_^^X) consisting of all elements of finite 
shift and finite non—zero defect. In [ 15] he showed that F and each 
are generated by their idempotents
F = < E ( F ) > , Q = < E ( Q ) > .  • ,n n
They are therefore examples of ld(ü7ipote,yit-QeneAate.d 6e}nigAoap6. i
jLet S be an idempotent-generated semigroup with set E of idempotents. 
Thus ,
E C C C ...... and S = <E> = U e” •
\ n=l
If there exists a least k for which - S we say that S has ddpth k;
otherwise, S has h i{^ \v J jL  de.ptll. It is shown in [15] that F has infinite
depth but that each ( Kg ^ n ^ m) has depth 4.
Specialising to the case where n = m (= | X | ), Howie [16] describes
the subset S of p as m m
= {a E : I ran a | = m , |f/a^ | <ra ( V  y ^ ran a) }.
It is known [16] that is a subsemigroup of provided the cardinal m 
is AcguZoAf i.e., if it has the property that } A j < m and m^ < m for all 
X E A together imply
X  m. < m . (1.2)X E A  - -
I(See [3o] for this definition). We shall see this in more detail in 
Chapter 3.
In [16] Howie takes m to be a regular cardinal and shows that S is 
then a bisimple and idempotent-generated subsemigroup of of depth 4. 
Following Mal'cev [22], Howie considers the set
D (a,0) = {X E X : xa 5^ XS> .
and the congruence
A ={(a,3) G S X S : max ( | D(a,3) a | , j D(a,3)3 |) < m) , m m m  ...
and then shows that S* = S /A is bisimple, idemootent-generated of depthm m m
4, and congruence-free.
since S^ fails even to be a semigroup when m is not regular, the 
question of whether or not it is possible to find a similar semigroup 
in the case of a general infinite cardinal arose naturally. The answer, 
although affirmative, was not straightforward. Within the semigroup
and an ideal
there is a top^ ^ -c la .s s consisting of all a in for which | X a j = m
I = (a e Q : I xa I < m} . ra m ' ' _
The principal factor
Pm = -
turns out to have properties that to some extent mirror the properties of S^ , 
The object of Chapter 2 is to explore these properties. Also a o-bisimple, 
idempotent-generated and congruence-free semigroup P*^ is described (m being 
a general infinite cardinal) and related with S*^.
Having found and therefore generalised [16] for the case of a 
general infinite cardinal, one question still remained - the problem of 
describing <S^>, the subsemigroup of generated by the stable elements, 
for the case of a singular (i.e., non-regular) cardinal m. This problem 
is solved in the first part of Chapter 3.
In group theory congruences are determined provided one knows the 
normal subgroup which is the congruence class containing the identity. 
Similarly, in ring theory, congruences are determined if we know the ideal 
which is the congruence class containing the zero. Such a situation does 
not occur in semigroup theory and we are therefore forced to study 
congruences as such. Our purpose, in the second part of Chapter 3, is to 
study the congruences in S , where m is a regular cardinal. The problem 
is completely solved for the case in which m = Xg ; but the question still 
remains unsolved for any other infinite regular cardinal.
'S
still inside the full transformation semigroup on X other semigroups 
were considered. In their paper (1932) , R. Baer and F. Levi construct a 
right cancellative, right simple semigroup which is not a group. The 
semigroup they construct is the semigroup of all one-to-one mappings a 
of a countable set R into itself, with the property that R\Ra is not 
finite. More generally, following Clifford and Preston [5], if p,q are 
infinite cardinals such that p^q, we shall say that B is CL BaeA-idvZ 
^eifUgAOup 0^ type, (p,q) on the, if ) A ) = p and if B is the
semigroup of all One-to-one mappings a (combined under coiqposition) of 
A into A, satisfying the property
I A \ A a j = q -
\ 4
In Chapter 4 we consider the Baer-Levi", semigroup B of type (m,m) 
on the set X and our aim is to dualize such a semigroup. Within the 
symmetric inverse semigroupt_x^X) (that is, the semigroup of all partial 
one-to-one mappings on X) there is a dual B*. The products BB* and B*B are
t
described. Particular interest is attached to the semigroup
K *=■ <B*B> •m
In a semigroup S with zero an element 4 is said to be n ttp o td n t if 
A*' = O for some n^l. If 4^ = O but 4^  ^ O we say that 4 is YltZpotznt 
0^ tn d tX n. It is shown that in the symmetric inverse semigroup ^ v^^X)
the nilpotent elements of index 2 generate K^. Also, a o-bisimple, 
inverse, congruence-free and nilpotent-generated semigroup is described.
Finally, in Chapter 5 two embedding theorems for inverse semigroups 
and semigroups in general are presented. Also, (section 4) a study of the 
cardinalities of some of the different semigroups introduced in - this 
thesis is provided.
j
CHAPTER 2
A CONGRUENCE-FREE SEMIGROUP ASSOCIATED WITH AN 
INFINITE CARDINAL NUMBER
1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
In this chapter the basic concepts and results are as presented in 
the first part of Chapter 1.
A preliminary objective of this section. Theorem 2.9, describes a 
o-bisimple, idempotent-generated semigroup of depth 4. There is a strong 
analogy with Howie's study of the semigroup of the stable,elements [16] .
In section 4 a congruence-free, idempotent-generated semigroup of 
depth 4 is obtained. Here again, the results are quite similar to. the 
ones obtained by Howie [16, theorem 3.11].
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let X be a set with infinite cardinality m and let be the semigroup
of thë balanced elements as defined in (1.1).
LEMMA 2.1. The 6 e t J, = {a e q : I Xa ) = k} X4 & ^c£a44 I n  ok m ez m
^OA c it l k .<: m.
Proof. Let a,3 € and suppose that [xaj = |x3|. Then there is a
bijection 0:Xa X3. Let T be a cross-section of Ker 3f that is, a set such
that |T nA| = 1 for every (Ker 3)~class A. Then we shall show that 
I X\T I = m. To see this, let
R = E X3 : I #3~^ I % 2},
giving
0(3) = : (J e R}.
If I R j = m, then writing T Ct ij$  ^= (;C } we havey
Then,
x\T = U i y f ^  \ U y }  z y G R)
and so |x \ t[ ^ | R 1 = m. If | R | < m, let
Rf = Uj G X3 : 2 4:- I I <
I U { î/3”^ ; (/ G R } I < m ;
hence, since | C(3) | = m we must have
i.e.,
U{^ # E R\R } I = m
y G R \R
But since | £/3  ^ | is infinite for all y in R \R^, it follows that 
I î/3*"^ I = I  ^ \ I , ((/ G R \kp  . Hence, since
X \T 2  U {^3“^ \ : y G R\R^},
we obtain ( X\T | = m .
Now, define Ç G as follows: for each (ker a) -class A define
AÇ = Aa03~^ n T.
Then, Ker Ç = ker a and so | C (Ç) | = [ C(a) | = m; also, ran Ç = T and 
so I def Ç I = I X \ T j = m. So, Ç belongs to O^.
Next define n in by
1 - 1n I X a = 8 : X 3 — fXa, :
and for all X G def 3 
Xti = Z,
-. : ' .d
where Z is a fixed element of def a. Then [c(n) | = (def 3 (= m,
I def n I = 1 def a \ {z} j = m and so n belongs to 
Finally, notice that, for each A in X \ Ker a.
AÇ3h = (T n Aa03 3n = AaGn = Aa
and so Ç3h = ct.
Similarly we can find X and Ç in such that 3 = xaç. Hence, we have
shown that
I Xa I = 1 X3 I => a ^ 3 in .
Also, if a and 3 are two elements in Q such that a 3 inm 7^
then ^ 3 in t_^Tx) and so it follows from [12, Ex. II. 10] that
I Xq I = I X3 I = p ,
Gm
for some p m. Hence a, 3 6 J .- P '
Lemma 2.1 is now proved.
The top Y -c la s s in Q is J = '{a G O : j Xa j = m), which is not a sub 4m m m ..
semigroup of Q , for it is possible to have a, 3 in Q such that 
'j Xa I = I X3 1= m and | X(a3) | < m. Suppose for instance that 
X = y U U is a partition of X such that j Y j = j Z^ j = | Z^ j = m.
Choose a in such that ran a = Y. Now choose and fix Cl in Z^ and let 3
map Y onto a and Z^ U z^ onto Z^ in a one-to-one manner. Then
ran 3 I = I Z. 
-1
m.
Also I C(3) I = I &3 I = I Y I = m and j def 3 | = m since def 3 2
Hence 3 ^ J and it is obvious that m
I x'(a3) I = I Y 3 I = I {a}: |= l < m .
Consider now the ideal
= {a G : I Xa I < ra)
The principal factor P = 0 / 1  is defined asm m
P = { {a} : a G j } U ( i }m m m
and it is a semigroup. Because of its own structure (a semigroup of 
congruence-classes) it is certainly not a subsemigroup of but we may 
think of it as
a with the zero element adjoined.
3. THE SEMIGROUP P   m
In this section we shall explore the properties of P^.
Since P^ is a principal factor of the regular semigroup Q^, we have
LEI4MA 2.3 P XA AeguZoA,m
LEMMA 2.4 P X4 o-^ZnwZe.m *
Proof. By [12, Theorem III.1.9] P^ is either o-simple or null. To
show that P is not null it will certainly be sufficient to show that J m m
contains an idempotent.
Since Q is regular, every element a in J has an inverse a' in Q . m m m
By [12, Theorem 11,3.5] we have that a ■ and so, since Ç.
it follows that a ' G j , Since aa * we have that aa ' ^ J . Hencem m- -aa* is an idempotent in as required.
LEMMA 2*5 P^ X4 o-bZsZmple.
Proof. Since is a regular subsemigroup of _^>/(X), it follows
t if a,3 e J then a m
if in , i.e., if and only if ker. a = ker 3 [12, Ex. II. 10] .
[12, Proposition II. 4.5] tha  G in if and only
. '.f if.:-' -.1' ■
10
Similarly, a in if and only if ran a = ran 3, Since every
element in a regular semigroup is «.^^-equivalent to an idempotent 
[12 Proportion II.3.2] the o-bisimplicity of P^ vill follow if we show that 
for every pair of idempotents e,n in there exists a G : s u c h  that 
e and Suppose that £, n are idempotents in J^, Then
I S(e) I = (def G ( = ( C(e) ( = ( ran e ( = m, 
and \
1 S(n) ( = (def n ( = ( C(n) ( = ( ran n I = m.
Since e is an idempotent we also have ( X / ker e ( = m for (ran c ( = m
f -1and dG I ) (cig) G gives a one-to-one map from ran g into X/ Ker e.
Then, let 0 be a bijection from X / Ker g onto ran n and define a in
. X a = [ X (Ker g) ]0,
It is obvious that ran a = ran n and that Ker a = Ker g and so e a 
and a Notice how that a E since ( def a ( = ( def n ( = m,
( C (a) ( = ( C (g ) ( = m and ( ran a ( = ( ran n ( = m. Hence P^ is
o-bisimple.
LEMMA 2.6 p^ x4 cin i.dm\ootzytrgm.QJuated. ^znilgAoup depth n o t
exceeding 4.
Proof. Since is idempotent-generated of depth 4, it follows that 
for each a in there exist idempotents g^^, g ,^ e ,^ g  ^ in such that
a ^G^GgEgG^. From the general result that in any semigroup
4i/ < '^ x '  ^xy ^ -,
[12 Proposition II. I.IO], we deduce that
11
and so e. 6 since is the top / -class. Hence the lemma follows.
To show that the depth A(P ) of P is exactly.4 entails finding an |m m
element of P that cannot be expressed as a product of three idempotents. m
To. do this we need a preliminary lemma.
LEMMA 2.7. Let a E J^. a ^ a pAoduct 0^ thAee idm poten ts
in  J then theAe e x i t t  two tdempotent6 n- 'ond i n  j  6uch th a t Ker n, =m' 1 3 m  1
Ker a, ran = ran a and a -
Proof. By [15, Lemma 3.8] and its dual, we can find two idempotents
and in such that a = and Hence, by
[12, Ex.II.lO], it follows that Ker = Ker a and ran = ran a.
For reasons that will be apparent later, we shall find a whole
collection of elements that cannot be expressed as a product of three
idempotents.
LEMMA 2.8. Let R be the 6ab^et denned by the  AuZe th a t a g r
i i  andaity i i  the 6 e tt u = c(a) and v = x -\u have the pAopeAtleyS
(R^ ) I U\ ran a ] < m 7 | V n Va | < m ,
(R%) I Ua n V I = m
mm m
Then no e tm en t R expAe^^ibie om a pAodaet o i thAee idempotents.
Proof. We show first that R / 0. Since j X ( = m we may consider
a partition of X into a disjoint union X^ U x^ U x^ U X^ such that
I I = I X^ I = I X^ 1 = I I = m .
Let 0 : X^ u X^ — > X^UX^ , $ : X^ — > and Y : X^ ---> X^ be. bijections. 4
Define a : X --- > X by
xa = X0 (X E X^ U Xg)
Xa = (X$) à = XY (X G X-)3
Then, U = C(a) = X^ U x^ and V = X^ U X^ . Since ran a = X^ U x^ U X^ it is
clear that a E j^. Furthermore, since U\ ran' a = 0, v n v a = 0  and
. '    . L. J
' 1:
Ua n V = X^ , conditions (R^jfCRg) and(R^) are satisfied and so a G R.
Thus R / 0.
Now, take d in R and suppose, by way of contradiction, that
a = where e^ , are idempotents in J^; by lemma 2.7 we
may assume that Ker e. = Ker a and that ran e_ = ran a. Take V in
-1Ua n y and let U^ = Va , i.e., U^a = V. Then U^ is a (Ker -class'
since Ker a = Ker and so maps by to an element of itself, say U^c^ =
-1. Consider now the element z = = Va Either (i) z E V or
(ii) z e u._ .
In case (i) we have that z 0 C(a) and so {z} is a singleton (Ker è^ ) 
class. Hence, Ze^ = z and so we have
thus, applying to both sides, we get
z a = ZGiCgC] = Uv=l=2=3 = %v* = V'
i.e., za = V e V n Va.
In case (ii) we have Z 0 ran a, for if Z G ranq = ran e^ , then |
ZE_ = Z. But 3
Z63 = Uy = V,
and so V = Ze^ = Z, which cannot happen since V n u = 0. Thus ZE U
implies that z E u \ ran a. ,
Now define Y : Ua d V ----> (V O va) U (u \ran a) as follows:
for each v E Ua n v,
VY = V if z = va~^E E E y,
VY = Z otherwise.
Notice that Y is one-to-one. For suppose that V,V* E ua O V are such that
VY = V  Y. Hence, either both vY and v'Yare in V or both vY and V' Y are in U.
In the former case V = VY = v' Y = V -, while in the latter case Va =1 ^
-1 -1 —1 V*a G^Eg from which it follows that Va E^^gCg ~ V*a g^g^e^ i.e.
J.— - ' ”.v .. .. <. y- < .■ .‘’f 4.. ’■.-..'••.s.,. ’ V'- k 2 . 1*. i *V.' . »-v. . "I»:. . I'- . CL 'si£
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that V = V*. Hence Y is one-to-one and we have
I Ua n V I ^ I (V n Va) U (U \ ran a) \
^ I V n Va I + I U \ ran a j < ni ,
by (R. ) and (r ) . Since this contradicts (R_) we conclude that a cannot1 2  4
be expressed as .a product of three idempotents in J^. We have proved
THEOREM 2.9. is> a o -b is iin p te  idmpotent-geneAcuted ySemigAoup
o i  depth 4.
4. A CONGRUENCE-FREE SEMIGROUP ASSOCIATED WITH m
We shall now recall that a semigroup S is called COngAuence-iAee if 
the only congruences on it are the identical congruence 1 and the 
universal congruence S x S, The semigroup P^ is not congruence-free since 
Mal'cev's congruences [22] induce congruences on it. In more detail, if 
we define for a,3 e
D(a,3) = {x E X:xa / x3},
then for each n such that .< n < m, we obtain a congruence on Q ~ 0 - ~ m
Ar = {(a,3) EQ^ xQ^:max( I D(a, 3) a(, D(a,3)3|) < n} .
Notice that if is the Rees congruence on Q whose quotient semigroup m m
is P = Q /I (I being the ideal {a E Q :[ran a I < m ) then m m m m m ' '
1° C A . m — m
Hence it follows from [12, Theorem 1.5.6] that
A = A /I° = {(a,3) G p xp : (a,3) G A } m m m  - m m  m
is a congruence on P. , where a denotes the congruence class containing a.
It is not difficult to see that
A = {(a,3) E J xj :(a,3) G A } U {(0,0)}. (2.10)m m m  m
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In fact, if a,0 E P are such that ran a = m and (a,3) G A thenm ' ' m
|D(a,3)a| < m; |D(a,3)0| < m.
Hence, since |ran a| = m and
ran a = [D(a,3) ot] U [X\D(a,3)]a,
it follows that j [X \ D(a,3) 1 -  Hence
ran 3 = [D(a,3)ct] U [X\D(a,3)]3
= [D(a,3)3] U [X\D(a,3)]a
gives Iran 3 I = m, i.e., 3 G J . So if a,3 in P are such that (a,3) E Ani - m m
then either both a,3 are in J or they are both in I .m m
The theorem we now state shows that A (as defined in 2.10) is the©
unique maximum non-trivial congruence on P .in
,  __________
THEOREM 2.11, L z t X A LcWi Z n ^ v U X z  cGAcUnoZ m and I t t
p = j u {o} be. the, ^emia/toap d t t in z d  t n  (2.2). Let Â be the, m m  . ©
congme.nce, de,fcm d t n  p^ b^ (2.io) and denote P^/A^ bcj p^. Then P^ ^  ^ 
c o n g ^ e n a e ~ ^ e e , o -h tstn ijp le , td m p o te n t-a e n e A o te d  6eriu,QA.oap o { dep th 4:-
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Proof. Since P is o-bisimple (Lemma 2.5) and idempotent-generated
(Lemma 2.6) and since these properties are inherited by non-trivial homomorphic
*images, it follows that P^ is a o-bisimple and idempotent-generated
*semigroup. From Lemma 2.6 it follows also that A(P ) ^ 4, We have to
* ~show now that P is congruence-free and that A(p ) =4,m. m
It is known-[39, 32] that a regular 0-simple semigroup S is 
congruence-free if and only if the congruence
ff - { (d,b) G S x S :  (F-6, i E S ^ )  6 0 t = O <=> 6 b t ~ O}
*is trivial. Applying this to .P^  , we see that what we are required to
show is that if a,3 E P are such thatin
( 1/ X,v E P  ) ' ' X a V = O X 3 V = O,m
then (a,3) G A^ .
Accordingly, let us suppose that a,3 in are such that (a,3) ^ A^ «
We shall find X,v in such that (ran X a v | = m, ( ran X 3 v | < m .
We have that max {} D a j , j D 3 j) = m, where D = D(a,3), and so either
j D a ■(= m or ■ | D 3 j = m (or both). Suppose, without loss
of generality, that | D a | = m and consider the following Lemma, analogous
to Lemma 2 in Lindsey and Madison [20] and to Lemma 3.12 in Howie [16]:
LEMMA 2.12. IX a,3 G j a/ie iu d i  th a t (a,3) 0 A andm m
I D a I = m , then thefie ex is ts  a non-eniptij AcibAet y D 6uch th a t |
Ya n Y3 = 0 and max ( I Y o I , I Y 3 |)= m.
. Proof. We have to consider two cases (i) | D 3 j < m and (ii) ]
} D 3 I = ni. In case (i) we must have ( Da\ D 3 ( - m. Consider then the 
set
Y “ [ (D d \ D 3)a“ ]^ n D
and notice that Y a = Da\ D3. For it is obvious on one hand that 
-1Ya C (Da \ D3) a a - Da \ D3. On the other hand, if X E Da \ D3, then
-1 -1 -1Xa n D C Y and so (Xa n D) a C Ya; but (Xa O D)a = X and so
16
i
X E Ya. Therefore, Da \ D3 C Ya and we have Ya = • Da \ D3. Thus 
I Y a I “ m. Since Y3 G d3, it follows also that Ya Y3 =0. Hence 
the Lemma follows. . f
In case (ii) where { D 3 | = m, consider the set all subsets |
Z of D such that Za n Z3 = 0. Then 0 since it contains all |
singleton subsets of D. Also, if {C^ : X G A} is a tower in ^ ^ n d  i
C = U { C ^  : X E A} it is easily verified that C E and so, by Zorn's j
Lemma there exists a maximal subset Z of D such that Za ^ z3 - 0. If ;
'I
one or other of | Z a | , { Z 3 { is equal to m then Z is the set we require.
So suppose that | Z a | < m , | Z 3 | < m. Then D \ Z 7^ 0 for otherwise I
D = Z and so { Za } = ( D a  j .= m. Also, for all d in D \ Z the maximality
of Z implies that  ^ Ï
(z U id } ) a n  (z u {d}) 3 7^ 0.
Hence, since Za n z3 = 0  and cfa d^, either daEZQ o r d $ E Z a . Let |
s= {cf E D\Z : d$ EZa} ^
D. = {cf E D.\Z : da E Z 3} ;
Thus, D \Z = D^ u Dg (not necessarily disjoint) and D^3 C Za ,
D..a C Z3 . We have D = D, U D_ U Z and so Da = D\a U D.a U Za. But/ —  . 1 , 2- 1 2
I D a I ^ I Z3 I < m , I Za I < m and | Da | = m. Hence, | D a | = m .
£  m» my *r ^
We now have } D^a | = m and j D^S j -$ J Za } < m. So, | D^a \ D^3 {= m
and we can use the case (i) argument to find -
. Y = [(D^a \ D^6)a^ ] n D^
such that Ya n Y3 = 0 and |Ya j = m. The lemma follows. Notice that the
.
existence of Y does not contradict the maximality of Z since Y C D_ and
So y n z = 0,
Let us now go back to the proof of Theorem 2.11. We were supposing |
that I Da |= ra. Consider then Y C D  such that Ya n Y3= 0 and
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max ( jva{., |y 3 1) = m. Suppose that [Yaj = m;
then certainly | Y [ = m. Let V and Z be two subsets of Y such that 
j v | = | z j - m , v n z = 0  and V U Z ^ Y. Then Ya = Va U Za and
since ) Ya | = m we have either ( Va | = m or j Za } = m (or both).
Suppose that |Ya| = m; let 0 :Z V be a
bisection, let be an arbitrarily fixed element in V, and define X : X — -> X 
as follows:
VX = V V G V
zx = z0 z e z
WX = W E  w = X \Y .
Then, ran X = V and so | ran X ( = m. Also, def X = S (X) = Z U V7 giving
I def X I = ( S(X) 1= m . Finally U^X  ^ = W U {v^ , 0 and vX  ^=
{v, V0 (V E V and V r V ). Therefore, C(X) = L. )  UX  ^= X and so
^ V E V
I C (X) I = m. Thus X E J . Since ran X = V C Y and since Ya n Y3 - 0,X- — m —-
it follows that . , . .
ran Xa ^ ran X3 = 0 *
We certainly have { ran Xa | = { Va j = m. If j ran X3 |< m then our•
argument is complete, for we then have :
• Xal 0 O and X31 = O, 
in the semigroup P^ . Suppose therefore that } ran X3 | =
Now let be a fixed element in ran X3 and define V : X. — ^  X by
Xv = X ( X E ran Xa)^
XV = X ( X E ran X3) .o '
if ran Xa U ran X3 = X, this defines v completely; otherwise choose X. in
X\ (ran Xa U ran X3) and define
XV = X^, (X E X \ (ran Xa U ran X3) ).
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Then ran v = ran Xa U X^} and so
ran v = I def v I = ra .
Also, C(v) D ran X3 and so ( C(v) | = m too. Thus v E j^, it is now
clear that
I ran Xav | = m, | ran Xgv | = 1
and so in P we have in
- .
Xav 5^ O, X3v = O.
It follows that P is congruence-free, m~ * * *It remains to show that A(P ) = 4. If A(p ) ^ 3  then for all a inm m* * ' - * * * • '  * < r * *P there exist idempotents E_ , , e_ in P such that a = e, e„ e .^m 1 2 j m j L 2 o
Hence, by Lalleraent's lemma [12, Lemma II. 4.6] , for each a in P^ there
exists a*^ in P and idempotents E\,c_,E^ in P such that (a,a^ ) E A and m 1 2  3 m  m
a = c^EgE^. That this is not the case will follow from Lemma 2,8 and 
from Lemma 2.19. First we have
LEi-iMA 2.13. Let R be th e  6ub^5et p^ de^tned tn  tenmia 2.8 and l e t
a ER. IX a° E P t6  6uch th a t (a, a^ ) E A dJienIQ in—
(i) I Ua n -u^ a j = m , (ii) | Ua \ U°a| < m*
(iii) 1 U°a \ Ua I < m ,
whene u = c(a) a^id u° = c(a°).
Proof. If a E R then | U \ ran a|<m,  jv n Va |<m and 
j Ua n V [ = m , where U = C(a) and V = X \ U. Since (a,a°) E A we have 
that I Da |<m and | Da ^ ( < m, where D = D (a,a*^ ). We then have the Venn 
diagrams :
[See overleaf for diagram.]
/J
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ua "N.
C v v \^°a ?
/ v ®6( iV ^
-- Da
®8 X ■i
diagraiQ (1)
To prove the lemma we require to investigate the cardinalities of
Icertain of the sets First, since J Da ] < m, it follows that
I r I I , I B3 I , I j < m (2.14)
Turning now to the set
= Ua \ (U a U Da),
we notice that for each X in B_ there exists a- in U \ (U U D) such thato
X = Ua , Since U ^ D we have Ua = Ua^. Also, since u E U, there 
exists V 5^ u in U such that va = Ua = X . Now, V ^ D, since 
Va s= X ^  Da, and hence Va^ = Va. It follows that
Ua° - ua = va - va^ , (u ^ v)
and hence u G u°. This contradicts u E U \ (U° U D) and so we must have.
(2.15)
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Since 1 Ua ] = | y u B^ y B^ | = m it now follows by (2,14) and
(2.15) that
= m (2.16)
and so certainly that
I Ua n u°a I = m
Also, since Ua \Ua = B^ U B^, we have
Ua \ Ü a < m
To prove the remaining assertion of the lemma we must consider B^ .
Let X E Bg = U^a \ (Ua u Da) . Then, arguing as for B^ we see that there 
must exist in. \ (U U D) such that X = a. Since u° is in U*^  = C(a^) 
there exists ^ iP in U° such that V^a ° = U° a°. Since ^ D we must 
have u°a = u° a°. If we had 0 D then it would follow that
O o O D O  oV a  = v a -  u a = u a
and hence that E c(a) = U, contrary to hypothesis. Hence E D and so
o o o o o „ o X ~ U CL ~ u. a = V a E Da .
Thus B_ E Da and so, from the assumption in the statement in the ‘lemmaD —  ^
that (a,a°) E A it follows that m
I I < m (2.17)
It is now clear that
I U^a \ Ua I = I B U  B | < m.
and the lemma is proved.
.4
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LEMMA 2.18. let a E R (06 d z ^ x d d  Zn L m m  2.8) and I d t  a^ I n  p
6e 6uch t6ot (a,a°) e a . Then | a. | = m (i = 4, 8) and | a. | < m^ 1 ]
(j = 2,3,5,6,7) IvheAe A^ (i = 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8) Ote th e  6ub6et6  0^ X 
d e ^ n e d  t n  th e  dtagAom (i).
Proof. We show first that |Ag | = ra. Since def a E. Bg and
ra
1a E J we certainly have that = m. It is easy to see that B-a C A ,*ra o _ o —  o
hence
I Ag 1 » I BgO-1 I > I Bg I
andso | Ag | = m.
To show that ( A^ j = m is a little harder. Certainly ( B^ | = ra by
(2.16) but it is not entirely obvious that B^a  ^E  ^4* It is, however, 
true, and this is what we shall now show. Let
X E B^ ct  ^= [ (Ua n U°a) \ Da]a  ^.
Then .
Xa E (ua n U^a)\ Da ,
and so X ÇÉ D. Also, since xa EUa there exists UGU such that Xa = Ua.
Hence either X = tt G U, or X ^ U in which case X EC (a) = U. Finally,
since Xd E u*^ a there exists u° g U° such that Xa = U^a . As before,
either X = E U° or X ^ U°, in which case both X and U° are in U.
We have already observed that X 0 D. In fact, we also have ^ D, since
E D would give Xa = a°a G Da contrary to hypothesis. Hence,
0 0 0 0  Xa = Xa = U a = u a
and so X E C(a°) = U^. Thus
X E (U n U°)\ D = A^ ,
,ir>iI
■I
giving B^ a  ^ C A^. It now follows easily that | A^ | = ra.
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In considering (j = 2,3,5,6,7), notice first that ajv is one-to-one
since V = X\ C(a). Hence the subset A^ U A^ = V H D maps by a in a 
one-to-one manner into Da. Since (Da) < m by ((a,o°) E Am) it 
follows that I A^ U A^ | < m and hence that
I Ag I < m , 1 I < m.
Next, since a° | V is one-to-one, the set A U A_ = n D
'■ • : 
maps by a^ in a one-to-one manner'into Da . Since | Da^ j < m it thus ;
follows that
1 A^ I < m. . ,
Consider now the restriction of a to the set A_ = U^\(U U D) . Since A
A g C V - X \ U  = X\ C(a),
the map a(Ag is one-to-one. We now show that its image is contained in
Bg = U^a \ (Ua U Da) . Let % E A^. Then X E u^ and so Xa ^ U°a. On the
other hand, if we had Xa EUa then there would exist U in U such that
Xa - Ua, and it would then follow either that x = u E U or that x r U,
in which case X E C(a) = U. In any event X E u, and since our assumption
is that X E A C X\U we thus have a contradiction. Hence Xa0 Ua.6 —
Equally, xct E lb leads to a contradiction, for if Xa ~ do. i with d in
D, then either x = d Ed, which is contrary to assumption, or x r rf in
which case x E c(a) = U, again contrary to assumption. Hence
Xa E U°a \ (Ua U  Eh) = Bg,
and so, by (2.17),
I Ag I = I Agi I f  I Bg I < m .
Finally, we must consider A^ = U \ CU U D), If % E Ag then
certainly xa E Ua. Also there exists u E U  such that u 5^ X and uct - Xa«
In fact u E D, for if u. 0 D then
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o oXa = Xa = ua = ua ,
giving X E U , contrary to assumption. Hence Xa = Ua E Da, giving
A_a C Ua n Da. .5 ~
Moreover, a [ is one-to-one, since if X, ï/ Ea^ are such that Xa = tja 
theçi XflJ 0D and so
o oXa ~ Xa ~ ya -  ya t
which, t f X ^ y ,  gives X,r/EC(a°) = U^, contrary to assumption. It now 
.follows that
Ag j = { A^a I I Ua n Da I I Da j < m .
Lemma 2.18 is now proved.
We can now prove a lemma which together with Lemma 2.8 will establish 
*that A(P )> 3. m
LEMMA 2.19. a e R de^tned tn  Lm ia 2.8) and a° E p xA 6uckm
th a t (a,a°) e A^ , then a E R.
Proof. Suppose that a belongs to R so that
I U \ ran a | <m, | V n Va | < m and | Ua n V | = m, (2.20)
where U = C(a) and V = X \ U. We must show that
I U° \ ran a° | < m , | V^ n V°a^ | < m and | U^a° n | = m.
Using a simplified notation in which A.., A.._, etc stand for1] i]k
A. U A., A. U A. U A, i 3 1 3 K, etc, we can write
Ü \ ran a =  ^ \ ran a) U (Ag^ \ ran a).
Hence
I A^^ \ ran a | < m (2.21)
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Also
\ran a° = ^1345^
= (A^  ^ \ran a )^ u (A^ ^X ran a°). . (2.22)
By Lemma 2.18,
I A^ g Xratn a° | < | A^  ^ | < m. (2.23)
Also
^14  ^ ^ " ^14  ^(^1237 ° ^4568 “ ^
= *14 \(Al237 ** U *4568 *'
5^14  ^\S68 “ * (2.24)
Now,
Ai4 \ ran a = A^  ^ \ (A^ gs? “ *4568
”  (*14  ^*1237 ^ ^ ^ (*14  ^*4568 '
Since by Lemma 2.18 we have | A^  ^ | =* jra and since I -^ 3^ 237 # I = I Da | < m, 
we must have ^
I *14 \Al237 * I = T-
This together with (2.21) implies that 
I *14  ^ *4568 G l<
I t  thus follows from (2.24) that j A^  ^\ ran | < m and hence by (2.22) 
and (2.23) that
I \ ran a° | < m.
From the assumption (2.20) that j V n Va j < m and from the 
observation that V = A^^^g we deduce thatu A n A.a I < m ,1 3 -
and hence that
I n AjO I < m. (i,j=3.6.78) ■ (2.25) g
i
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Observe now that ' •
..o _ . o o
Now
^ *2578 n *2578 “ •
^ *2578 n (*27 “ U A^gO)
^^*2578 n
_ 0. 
27 ” ^ (*2578 ^ *58 ‘
58 “ " U [ (A^ n A^ a) U (A^i:=2,5,7,8
(2.26)
^2578 ^  ^58 “ - i _ 2 % 7 , 8  ^
Since ) ( < m by Lemma 2.18 we'certainly have 1 n A^ a j < m
for i = 2,5,7,8. By the same lemma we have { A^ n Ag a j <m for
i = 2,5,7 and so the cardinality of Ag^^g ^53 “ hangs on the cardina­
lity of A. n A. a. By formula (2.25) this too is less than m, and so0 0  ^
we conclude that
. I *2578 ^  *58 1 ^  “
We turn now to the other component in the expression (2.26) for
V° n V°a°. This is easier, since
»
*2578 *27 “ E  *27 “ ^ *2 * ^ *7 ^ '
Hence by Lemma 2.18,
1 *2578 ^  *27 I I Ag a* | + | A^ 1 < m.
It now follows from (2.26) that
I n V° a° I < m.
It remains to show that \ U°a° A v° { = m. From the assumption
(2.20) that j Ua n V | = m we deduce that
' *1245“ ^  *3678 [.
Now if we express the set A^g^^a ^ *3678 ^ union of sixteen sets of
the form A.a H A, it is clear from lemma 2.18 that every A.a H a. with 1 3  1 3
. I
%
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the exception of A^a n Ag has cardinality less than m. Hence
I A^a n Ag 1 - m (2,27)
It now follows (since A^ C X \D) that
n Ag = a° n Ag
—  *1346“ *2578 ^ ^
Hence by (2,27)
I n 1 = m.
This completes the proof of lemma 2.19, Hence Theorem 2.11 is proved.
Notice that when m is a regular cardinal number we have at least two
* Icongruence-free and idempotent-generated semigroups of depth 4, namely Ï
*f 16, Theorem 3.11] and P as defined in Theorem 2.11. Moreover we havem
PROPOSITION 2.28. xa a A,e.gcciji/L aVLcUnat munbe/L th m  ^  a ,iub-
* —/,^r(vig^oap p^ .
Proof. Let m be a regular cardinal number. Let us recall that 
= {a G : I | < m iV iJ  E rana) } ,
and that
= S / A , m m m
where
- { (a,8) G X ; max ( | D(a,8)a | , | D(a,6)6 |) < m} .
fa ". *Now let 0 = A : S  --> S and ■ (f> - A^ : P  > P be epimorphisms andm m  m m m m  ^
u : S   >P be the inclusion monomorphism. We then have the followingm m
diagram:
 ^ diagram (2) J
%  J  .S = S /A P = P /Am m m  m m ra
27-
* * *Now define Y : S  >P as follows: for each Cl in S choosem m  m
b E S such that b0 = CL, Then define - •m
' dY — fcpij).
Notice that Y is well defined for if 6,b* in are such that 6 5^ b' 
and bo = b* 6 ~ Æ then (b,b‘) G and so
(by) (^  ~ (b'y) (ft.
Also, Y is one-to-one. Suppose in S^ are such that ilY = Cl'Y.
Then,
ClY = (by)# = (b'y)# = a'Y ,
where b,b* G s and bO = CL and b'O = a* . Then (by, b' y) G ^  and som m
(b, b') G Û . Thus bo - b'O, i.e. m
Cl - a \
Finally observe that since Y is a composition of two homcmorphisss,
* *y and #, Y is itself a homomorphism. Hence Y embeds into P^ and
diagram 2 can now be completed:
S km ■> Pm
*
m
diagram (3)
It is obvious that this diagram commutes, i.e. that 
• 8Y = y#.
Proposition 2.28 is now proved. : '
For the case in which m is not a regular cardinal number the problem 
of relating S aind P does not even arise for then S fails to be am m m
semigroup,
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In the first part of Chapter 3 particular attention is given to 
this case and the semigroup generated by will then be described.
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CHAPTER 3
FURTHER STUDIES ON THE SEMIGROUP OF THE STABLE ELEMENTS
1. INTRODUCTION
Let m be an infinite cardinal number. Recall that ra is said to be 
fLZ.guZcUL if it has the property that | A j < m and | ra^ | < m for all X G A 
together imply that
Z ra < ra.
X e A ", • "
As already mentioned in Chapter 1 (1.2) the set
S = {a G Q : ( Y y  G ran a) j y a m, | ran a) = ra} (3.1)
r a  r a  .. - .
is a subsemigroup of provided the cardinal m is regular. In fact, if m 
is not regular then there exists a set {b^ : i el} of disjoint subsets of X 
such that I I < ra (for all i G I), | I [ < m and [b] = ra, where
I
' ® “ i W  I
We may also suppose that | X\B ) = ra. If we define a to map X\B onto B
in a one-to-one manner and, for each i G I, to map the elements of B^ onto
2a single element of B^ then a G S^ . However, since ran a - Ba and
i Ba I = I I I < m, the element does not belong to S and therefore S ' ' ' ' m ra
is not a semigroup.
It seemed to. be sufficiently interesting to investigate the subserai- 
group of generated by S^ . The main result of the first part of this 
chapter, Theorem 3.22, describes this semigroup, which v/e shall, denote 
by <S^>.
In the second and last section of this chapter we turn back to the 
case of a regular cardinal and the study of the congruences on the
semigroup is started. Theorem 3.27 describes the lattice- of congruences
3D
on S.. . So far no results of sufficient completeness have been obtained
*'0
describing the lattice of congruences on S in the case where m is anm
arbitrary infinite regular cardinal number.
2. THE SEMIGROUP <S>— --------- m
Let m be an infinite non-regular cardinal and let S be as defined - m
in (3.1). In this section we shall prove that the set S^ generates the 
whole semigroup
Let a belong to. Q \ S . Four different situations can occur and m m
need to be studied separately. The set
Y ~ {y  E ran a : { (/a  ^ | = m} (3.2)
is either non-empty or it is empty. In the latter case, since a ^ we 
must have (ran a{ <m. We shall consider first the case in which Y 5^ 0 and 
prove lemmas 3.4, 3.6 and 3.7.
LEMMA 3.3 Let t  an X d m p o te .n t Xn ,_$^), lofieAe | x | = m & .
Suppo6e, XhaX z lX k z fi
j C(e) I = m Oh. j def e | = m. .
T h m  e ë Q^ .
T.fat P an 1 dp>Tnnot-p>n-t’. i n _ . Tf p ^Proof. Let e be i empote ^_^^X) I e 5^ i, 
then
e e P ( J  E J
ssq <n <m
(see chapter 1). If e E F then S(e) is finite and so are def e and C(e) . .
Hence e 0 F and so .
I C(e) I = m => e G
I def e I = m => e G
■ :ÏLEMMA 3.4 Let a G cind I z t  Y ^  # be t j id  4et de^ftned Xn { 3 . 2 ) .  , ‘ |
I X \ L_J 1 = m t h m  th o A z tx X h t e Xn E(s ) { th e 6et a iÿ e Y ■ “
XdmpotZ}vù> oX s )a n d  Q Xn s 6ucfi XJiat a = ee.m m
•• -f f»:.-. •
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Proof. Since n is a non-regular cardinal, there exists a set
: i G i} of disjoint subsets of X such that j I ( < m, ( ( < m
(for all i G I) and | B | = m, where
B = -  U B.i G I ^
We may assume, without loss of generality, that for all i G i,
2 < I B^ I < m.
-1For each {/G Y  let f : B ----- > ya be a bijection and writey
■ =1 ■ . C -S )
Then for each (/GY and i G I
2 < I I = I B^ 1 < m.
Moreover, the subsets C ^ (i E I, (/GY) form a partition of
IJa If we denote by p the associated equivalence on X (all other
( / G Yp-classes being singleton) it is easy to see that the union of the non-
' I •
singleton p-classes is given by
t/ G Y '
and so I k(p) | = m. Hence p G where
^ ^^X) : I k(t) I = m, | Xx | < m ( ^  X G x)}
((/)We can now define e. For each i G I and for all (/GY, choose  ^ &
in C. For X in (X \ L_J ya write Xe = X.
. ^ ( / G Y
The sets {x} where X G x \ L-J tja ^ are the singleton (ker e)-classes,
( / G Y
Hence it follows that
ker E = p G
It is obvious, on one hand, that this defines an idempotent e of (X)
(if)for which the non singleton (ker e)-classes are the sets - (j/G Y, i G I) .|
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and that ker e C ker a ; for if a, 6 G X are such that CL r -b  and
UJ)
c./ . a u j f  wt., k/ v _
for some i G I and If E Y. Since from (3.5)
CLe = be then both ci and b are in the same (ker e)-class, say CL,b E
we then have CL,b G i.e., &a = ba = ^ . Also, since
(X\ L-J yoL S ran . G and | X \ ^a  ^ | - m it follows that
Î/GY " (/ G Y
I ran e I = m. Hence it follows from Lemma 3,3 that e, G s .\ m
We are now required to find 0 in S such that a = g0.m
Since E G we have that j def e j = m and so def e can be partitioned 
into disjoint subsets of X, say X^ (r G R), such that j X^ { = 2 for each 
r G R and { R j = m. Also aE gives \ def a { = m. Let
def a = U U V,
where u n V “ 0, { ü |  = j v | = m ,  and let C : R  > V be a bijection.
Now define 0 in «_^^X) by
-1%0 = (X E ) a if X G ran e,
X^ 0 - rÇ for r G R.
■ -1 -1This gives a well defined mapping 0 for if Xe = X*e then since ker s 
ker a it follows that
(XE )^ a = (X'G )^ a,
and so X0 = X'0 . It is also obvious that a - e0. We next show that
0 G S . m
Since V C ran 0 and U C def 0 it is clear that
j ran 0 { = | def 0 | = m.
It is not so easy to show that ( X0  ^ | < m, for all X G ran 0. It is. 1
however true. First it is obvious that
I V0"^ 1 = 2 < m, . ■
for all V G V = ran 0 \ ran a. Now take a G ran a. Then either a = tj E Y
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• (where Y is as defined in (3.2) ) or |&a  ^ | < m. In the first case,
(if)it is not hard to see that the mapping g: i ' > e (i G I) gives
-1a bijection from I onto tjQ j for it follows from the definition of 0 
that
(C\(^  ^ e) 0 = [ (CU^ ^^  e) E a - a ~ ij,
and so g maps I into IJQ Also, if C. ^ ^^E = C.^^^e for i, j in I then,t 3
since and are non-singleton (ker E).-classes we have
and so (3.5) gives i ~ j. Thus g is one-to-one. Notice finally that if 
% e X is such that X6 -  if then since i j G ran a it follows that X G ran e,
X. e., '
-1X0 = ( X E  ) a = (/,
and so X E   ^ Ç. ya ^ . Hence X E   ^ for some 1, in I, i.e.,
% = c E = g(i,).
-1Thus g : I ----> yd is a bijection and so
I (/0 I = I I j < m .
In the second case, that is, in the case in which (I G ran a n ran© is such that
I Æa ^ I < m,
obseirve that (<%0 )^ e  ^= da  ^and hence ( d0 ( (da  ^ j < m. Hence 0 G S^.
LEMMA 3.6. Lzt ctcQ^ \ and t 2j t Y 6c tk<i fiZ t de^Xmd Xn' (3.2).
I X \ ya“ ^ I < m and | Y j = m Xh^n a = c8, tcfieAe. e G e(S ) and
.. y e Y . - • . “8 G S . m
Proof. In order to find e in E(S ) and 0 in S such that a - e0 wejn m
proceed exactly as in the proof of Lemma 3.4. Having defined e,’we then
find that the argument given in that proof to show that | ran e ( = m
fails since we now haveuX \ ya I < m.y E Y
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But we do have that j ran c = m, for
and since by hypothesis | Y | = m it follows that j l | . j y | = m ,  
giving
I ( t/ci ^)£ 1 = m;
y e y ~
hence certainly { ran e j - m.‘
The mapping 6 is defined as in the proof of Lemma 3.4, This completes 
the proof of Lemma 3.6.
Notice that Lemma 3.6 does not necessarily hold if { Y j < m.
Consider, for instance, the following example. • Let a be the constant map
Xa = % , o
for some X G X. Then clearly a G Q \S . Also,if Y is as defined in o m ' m
(3.2), we have
U -I X \ W ya 1 = O < m, ,y e Y
and
I Y I = 1 < m.
Suppose now that a = e6 where 0 G S^ . Since { ran a | = 1 it follows 
that ran e must be contained in a single (ker 0)-class and so, since
0 € S we must havem
I ran e | < ra.
Hence e 0 S . Thus Lemma 3.6 is not satisfied for the case in which ra
1 Y I < ra. We do however have a similar result for these elements.
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LEMMA 3.7 ï i  a Xn Q \S  Xj> 4>udi XhoX 0<| Y I < m and | x \ L j  |m m  - - i/E y  ~ 3
wheAC thz 6tt Y Z& d6 de^Xned Xn (3.2), Xlmi a = i/jfieAe e^ , e^ |
oAe. XdmpoX^ntô Xn and 0 g s^ .
Proof. Let a G O \ S and let m ' m
Y = {(/Gran a : |  ^ { - m}.
Suppose that O < j Y | < m and that
I X \ L J  l/a I < ra'. 
ÿ É Y
For each (/Gy write • .
f/ü"^  -= U  P (3.8)
i G I
where | I ] = m, 2 :$ | | < m (for all i G I) and A p^ = 0
if i 0 i'. It is then clear that the sets P^^^^ (i G I, if E y) form a
partition of ya If we denote by p the associated equivalence on X
(/GY
all the other p-classes being singleton, then k(p) (the union of all the 
non-singleton p-classes) is such that
! k(p) 1-1 I = I LJ yoT^  I = m.i G I (/Gy
( / G Y
Also, each p-class Xp is either singleton or has the same cardinality as 
P^(^^ for some i G I and y E y . Hence 1 | Xp j < m, for all x G X.
We can now define e .^ We have the following diagram:
[See overleaf for diagram.]
P.(0o)
V////
' , -1 — — -{> ÿ ct —/ •'o ~\
4 h 4--------4-
+I
<c Tt-
—  — — *— ^  ^  ^  ^  ycx '
(/ e Y
\  /  \ ^ \  / \ t \ t
\ f \ / V  ' \ / \ /\ / \ / \ / \ f \ f
\ / ^ / \ / \ / \ /
' / \ / \ /  \ / \ /
^  ï j  ^  —
— -f>x\  j  ya <J- —I
y E Y
y
For each i G I and y E Y choose P. in P. ; if X ^  ya ^
^ ^ (/GY
define Xe^ = X. Hence e^ is clearly *ari idempotent such that
* * * "*“1 ker E^ = p, and so | C(e^) . | = m and | Xe^ | < m for all x G ran E^ .^
Also, since the sets P^^^^ (i G I, (/GY) form all the non-singleton
(ker E^)-classes, it follows from (3.8) that
ker E, C ker a 1 —
Finally, it is obvious that
I ran Ej^ | ^ : i ^ I, # ^ Y)|
« I I I . I Y I = m . I Y I
giving | ran e^ | = m. Hence tj^ G E(S )^.
Now, since m is a non-regular cardinal number, we can find a set 
: k e k) of disjoint subsets of X such that 2 ^ | B^ | < m, for all 
k G K, I K I < m and j B | = m, where
3'r
B = W  B , k e K
For each {/ e Y, let
; (3.9)
then for each y G Y we have
U p , : i e l} I = I I I = I B I = m.
Let f . : B — > {p. : i G l} be a bijection and definey ^
= {6fy : b 6 B^}.
Notice that, for each (/ G Y we have that
L J  c =. ; i G 1} ,
k G K
and so
I U  I = I I I = m.k G K
Since f is a bijection for ail ^  in Y the sets (y G Y, k G K) formy . . K ■
a partition of (p. : i G l} , Also,
y e y  ^
2 < I I = I I < m, (3.10)
(for ^ G y and k G k ) and clearly
I C I = m. (3.11)(/ G Y 
k G K
We now have the following diagram:
[See overleaf for diagram.]
- “■* --
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HeCu‘^ o’
']t> O ~f~ —  — — — —I
/ 
/  •
- — Q "* H  /iJo /
->  ran e n yay EY
Q- = {pj, : i e 1} Ç ya‘~^
ran e^n tJa  ^= L_J 9
y GY yE Y
Now e, G s and so def e. = m.• Let 1 m 1
Udef e_ = ^i E J ]
where I R. | = 2 for all j G J, | J | = m and R n R = 0, for all 3 t(i, j G J and i 0 j. We define follows. For each (/Gy and k G K
choose C in C and for each j G J choose R.E- in R .. ThisK 2. K , J  ^ J
defines e  ^for
def e, L J  [ ( L J  (/ct e ] . (/ G Y
If X G (X \ L J  (/a"^ ) £ define Xe = X. Clearly e is an idempotent 
(/GY
for which the non-singleton (ker e«)-classes are the sets R.(j G J) and ^ 3
CL-^ ^^  ({/ G Y, k G K) . Hence it follows from (3.10) and (3.11) that Jc
I C(c^) I = ra and so, by Lemma 3.3 we have that G g^. Also
2 < I XGg ^  I < ra,
for all X G ran E^ . Finally, we have
I [ (def E^  ^ Eg] I = 1 J I = ra.
-39-
giving | ran I = m. Hence E S^.
We are now required to find 0 in such that a = .
Notice first that e^ and are both elements of the semigroup 
and so, ^ 0^ too. Then,
I def (E^ Eg) I = m.
Let
def (e,E,) = L_J ’’r-'. r e R ^
where ( T^ 1 = 2  for all r E R, and j R { = m. Consider also a partition
of def a into disjoint subsetsU, V such that j U ( = | V j = m, and let
: R -----> V be a bijection. We define the required map 0 as follows.
-1If X € ran (E^ g^) then choose arbitrarily an element a in Xe^ A ran e^  and 
write
X0 = (&E^ )^a.
Otherwise, write T^0 = ri/; (r E R). We shall first show that 0 is well 
defined.
[See overleaf for diagram,]
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li U
Il tl
» ë ÿ . &
— (> ^ <1—  —
t----------------- 7i
it 11 // 
-.1 ;./ ;
^ ; 
; ; /  t
Tr + /''t 'I /' ; II —r[> def (c G.)<M — — ^  — v*t>rane:,£„<h\~   —  — ^  —-
\ #,/' l / ^ p  1--- ^ — I------------^ ^ ------- i---
i n H I \ \ II n  h I \  \ I
\ /I f ^  ' I I V /I l l ' l l  \ 4 f
’ \  1 ;
I I - 1 f I I \  . I
' ' ' ' ' \ 1 'II 1 1 1 » \  ' /I l l ' l l  \  > (
/t—  y. V ^   --- 1- — --------u <3—  —  ~ -I--. ran a *
/ /
T e^ = rY %e = (ae^  )a
' * '*"3,Observe first that if X e ran (c^ Eg) then either | Xe^ I •
I %Eg  ^ I = 1. In the first case we have
= \  I i 6 1} .
for some y G Y and k E K. Then, since by (3.9)
p (0 « p (i G I)
or
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where (i G i) are non-singleton (ker e^)-classes, it follows that
for all (1,6 E XEg  ^n ran
(de^ a = P^^^^ a = y ~ P^^^^ a = (6c^ a, 
where i, j € I.
If 1 XEg ^ 1 = 1  it is easier, for the definition of will then give 
Xe  ^  ^= {x},
where X G (X \ (/ct e , that is, | Xe  ^ | = 1 and so the element a
„ G Y  ^
is uniquely determined. Hence 8 is well defined. Also it is clear that
« = :l=2* '
It remains to show that 8 G S^ .
Since V ^  ran 8 and U « ^  def 8, it is obvious that 
I ran 8 j = } def 8 | = m.
I  ^ C c(8) and so | C(6) [ = m. Finally, we must show
that
Also . _
r G R
xe“  ^ I < m, (3.12)
for all X G ran 0, It is clear that for all v E V 
I V0  ^ I = 2 < m.
It is not difficult either to see that (3,12) holds for the elements
a G ran0\V, For if Z G a8  ^and d ^ V the definition of 8 implies that
Z G (ran E ) E , Then either | ZE  ^ | = 1, in which case it follows 1  ^ z ^
from the definition of that
. Z G (X \ W  (3.13)
(/ G Y
or I Ze  ^^ 1 ^ 2 ,  which together with the fact that z E ran gives
Z Eg  ^ , for some k in K and ^ in Y. Thus
Z = • (3,14)
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Hence it follows from (3.13) and (3.14) that
C (X \ O  L J  ( U c (3.15)t/ e Y k e K
(f G Y
Since | Y | < m, | K ] < m and since all the sets are singleton,
we have that
1 U I = I (C ^  G : {/ G y, k G K} Ik e  K ^  ^ K Z
y G Y .
= I Y I . I K I < m .
Also by hypothesis
I X \ LJ I < m ,
t j ^  Y
and so (3.15) gives
1 d8~l I <m,
as required. Hence 6 G s^ . This completes the proof of Lemma 3.7.
Lemmas 3.4, 3.6 and 3.7 give us all the information about elements a
inside Q \ S for which the set m m
Y = Gran a : } £/a  ^ { - m} ,
as defined before in (3.2), is non-empty. Finally, we must investigate
what happens with the elements in Q \ S for which Y = 0. For that wem m
need two preliminary lemmas.
LEMMA 3.16. LeX a G Q \ s and t z t  Y be ik d  &2X  dzfXm d Zn (3.2).m m
Suppose dJiaX y = 0. Thm the, 6eX
D »= {^ G ran a : | ^ }
X6 not ^Znlte.
Proof. Let a G \ and suppose that
Y - G ran a : | £/a  ^ ( = m }= 0.
.'Î
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Then we must have that { ran a { < m. Now let 
. D = {(/ G ran a : ^ I |},
and notice that
x= U
y G ran a
-1 ya = ( U„ ip~h KJ ( U
£/ G D * {/ G ran a \ D
ÿa-l)
If D were finite then we would have
I LJ I < m,Sf G D
since I y’a  ^ j < m for all y G ran a. Hence
I L J   ^ I = m,
y G ran a \ D
-1which is not possible since each t/a is finite and since 
I ranct\D j ^ | ran a j < m. Thus D is not finite. Moreover,
-1 Iycx I = m.
Let 0? (X) be the lattice of equivalences on X. If p G ^ ( X ) , 
denote by k(p)' the union of all the non-singleton p-classes. We have 
LEMMA 3.17. L o t “ ^ dkcf ZeX y be the. 6 e t  dz<tned tn  (3.2)
Suppose t h a t y = 0, Th^n theAe. c x t6 t6 p e  0  (x ) 6u ck  t h a t
(i) p C ker a (ii) | k(p)
(iii) I { Xp : X G X } | - m .
Proof. We have from lemma 3.16 that the set
D - G ran a :  ^ Ng }
is such that ^ ( D { < m. Also,
m
U(/ED = m. (3.18)
Now, for each t/ G D, consider the partition
u V^, (3.19)
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where | | = | | = | (/a  ^ |. Then it is obvious from (3.18)
that
I U  U* I = I U  V I = m . (3.20)(/ e D  ^ , y g d  ^
We next define p to be an element of ^^X) whose non-singleton 
p-classes are the sets
Vy (ÿ 6 D),
the singleton p-classes being the sets {%} , where
X e [ U  V A J  (X \ L J  .
(/ G D ^ (/ G D
Hence it is obvious from (3.19) that p c ker a. Also conditions (ii) 
and (iii) follow now directly from (3.20) since
k(p) = U
y s D  ^  ^
and
I{xp : X G X} 2 KJ’ V .
{/ G D ^
The lemma is now proved.
LEMMA 3.21. io X a G \ 6e 6uc.k' t h a t  the, seX y o6 de£Zne,d t n  (3.2) 
tf> empty. Then theAe e x Z ^ t an td e tn p o ten t e t n  and an eZenmvt 6 t n
6uch t h a t a = G.0.
Proof. Let a G 0^ \ 5^ and suppose that Y = 0, By the previous lemma, 
we can find p G ^^(X) such that
(i) p C ker a (ii) | k(p) | = m and
(iii) I {xp : XGX } | = m.
Thus let e be an idempotent of <_^^) such that ker e = p. Then 
Xe = X if |xp 1= 1
Xe e xp otherwise.
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It follows from (ii) that | C(e) | = m and [  ^ < m, for all
y G ran e. Since | ran c ) = m by (iii), it now follows from lemma 3.3
that e G E(S ) .m
Next we define 6. Since both a and e are in S , we havem
j def a j = 1 def e | - m.
Let
def o = U U V
be a partition of def a such that | U | = j V j = m and let
def E - K ,k G K
where ( { = 2, for all k G k , { K ( = m and A^ n A^ = 0, if k ^ j.
Let ip : R  ---- > U be a bijection and define 0 as follows
X0 « ( Xe )^ a if X Gran e,
A^0 = ktfj if k E K.
Since ker e C ker a by (i), it follows that 0 is well defined. Also, 
since ran 0 D U and def 0 D V we have
I ran 0 | = ( def 0 J = m.
It is also clear that } C(0) J = m, for C(0) 2  d^f e. Finally, we
show that
I X0  ^ I < m,
for all X G ran 6. If U g U then it is obvious that | tl0 j «= 2 < m.
Now, if X G ran 9 \ U* then
X — ( d e  )a,
for some d G ran e. . If { X0  ^|=m .then j (X0 ^) e ^ j = m .
 ^1 •-‘I T 2.But (X0 ) e  =X(e0) =xa and so it would follow that
. I Xa  ^ I = m,
which does not happen since Y - 0. Hence } X8 ^  j < m for all X G ran 0.
Clearly a - e0 and the lemma is now proved.
...J:,................................................................................................ . ..................
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The theorem follows now from Lemmas 3.4, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.21,
THEOREM 3.22. LzX m bo. an non-A.egaùx/1 caAdinat and do.note.
6{/ <s^> th e  6ub4>0})vigAoap gmeAato.d bij s^. T h m  <s^> = q^, 7n ^act
" V  = " V
Proof. It .remains to show that
a e -  « G fECSJ] 2 
To see this let a* be an inverse of a in Q^, and let e ~ aa' . Then e is
'
an idempotent in Q^ . Also c K_yà a, giving ker e = ker a. Hence
I ran e | = | X / ker e | = | X/ ker a j = | ran a | = m 
and so we now have that s E S^ . . Obviously 
a = so,
2and so a e [E(S^)] . , as required.
3. THE LATTICE OF CONGRUENCES ON" ^0 .
Let X be an infinite set such that | X | = * Notice that for
any a e U *X = w i/a 
y G ran a
and so if a G Q (1.1) and \ya. |< K for ail y G ran a, thes%0 0regularity of gives
I ran a | = Kg.
Hence it follows from (3.1) that
S., = {a G O _ : I 1 < K» ( VtJ e ran a)}.
It also follows from the work of Mal'cev [22] and Howie [16] that the 
relation
A.. = { (a,3) G S X S : max(|d(a,3)a|,|d(a,3)3 |)< ^/fsp ^0 ^0
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where
D(a,6) = {% e X : Xa ^ %&}
is a congruence on , In fact, since is a regular cardinal, we
0 * .have a simpler formula for as follows:
Ay. = {(«,$) E s X : I D(a,3) |< } ; (3.23)f\Q , ^0 0
for if I D(a,3) I < then certainly | D(a,8)a | and | D(a,3)3 | are 
less than ; and conversely if .( D(a,3)ct| <Kgthen
D(a,3) 5. t
ij e D(a,3)a
and so has cardinality less than since a e and , is regular.
We shall show in this section that Ay» as defined in (3.23) is 
the only proper congruence on
LEMMA 3.24. LoX a,3 ^ be, 6uck th a t 1 ^ | D(a,3) I < ^0
and t o t p be a congAutnce. on  ^ contalifilng (a,3). Then (y,6) e p ioA 
a l t  y,5 G 6u.ok th a t | D(y,6)|= 1.
Proof. Let D(y,6) = {x^}. Then ker y n ker ô has classes as follows:
(1) {X } ; 'o
-1  ^-1(2) up to two finite classes in X^yy U X^ôô • ;
(3) infinitely many finite classes that are both ker y- and ker 5- 
classes.
To see this, notice first that if (X, X^ ) E ker y n ker 6, then
Xy = X y 5^ X ô = X ô .  o o
•Hence X E D (y, 5 ) and so X = X^. -
Tlius {x^} is a (ker y n ker5)-class. Next, each of the sets X^YY ^\(x^} /
X^66 ^\{x^} is either empty or is a (ker y n ker 6)-class. Considering 
the first of these (which will be sufficient) notice first that if
Z , t G X^yy ^\{x^} then Zy = t y  -  X^ y and so (Z , t) G ker y. Also ï
’J 'i A/:,- " -J J. -v7
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zâ ~ zy (since Z ^ X^)
s= t y
“ tà  (since t  ^ X^ )
and so (Z ft) e ker 5. Thus X^yy ^\{x^}is contained in a (ker y n ker 6)
-class; let us call it A. Let <X e A. Then there exists z in X^yy ^\ {x^}
such that (a.fZ) E ker y n ker 5. Hence ay = Zy = X^y , giving 
—1Æ E X yy . Moreover a -  X would give (z,X ) E ker y n ker 5 and hence o o o
1
Zy = X y X 6 ~ z6f
a contradiction, since Z^D(y,6) = {x^}. Thus
A = x^Tnr~^\{Xo}
as required.
Similarly ^\ ^  is either empty or is a (ker y ^ ker 5)-class.
Since Xy “ x5 for all X in X \ ( X^yy  ^U X^ <56 the other classes are
as stated in (3).
Now choose X^  so that X^ a X^3 and define
b(a, 3) = W  çcaoT^ U x 33"^).
X G D(a,3)
This is a finite set containing X^ . Hence Z ~ X\D(a, 3) is infinite and 
has the property that
' za ^ z3 ; Zaa“  ^= z36~^,
for all Z in Z. Let Y he a cross-section of the equivalence ker a n (Z x Z) 
(= ker 3 n (Z x Z) ) . Since C(a) n Z is infinite and since each (ker ct) 
-class is finite, it follows that both Y and Z \Y are infinite. Also
y I > a^(=^ 3)
Is a one-to-one correspondence between Y and Ya (= Y3 = Za = 23 ).
Nov; define Ç G S as follows. Let
^ : (X /(ker y n ker 5) ) \ {x^} -----> y
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be a bijection. (Both sets are countably infinite). Then define
CÇ =  Cl// ( c e  (X /(ker y r \ ker 5) ) \ {x^} ).
Then ker Ç = ker y n ker 6 and so by the remarks above we do have 
I C(Ç) I = Kp and | (/Ç  ^ | < Kp for all 0 in ran Ç. Since ran Ç = Y U {x^} 
we also have
I ran C 1 = ] def C | = Kp .
and so Ç e S . \ 'bp
Observe now that both X a n d  X^3 are not in Ya. For if X^a E Yet then 
X^a = ya for some E y and so Xj E yaa ^. But yaa  ^= i/33 since £/Ez, and 
so Xj3 = t/3. Now y a ~ i/3, since y ^ D(a,3)-. Hence x^ ct = Xj3/ which cannot 
happen. Notice also that
Ya n {x^a} C ran a,
and so | X\(Ya U {x^a , X^3) ) | = Kp . Let
X \(Ya U {x^a , X^3>)
be a disjoint union U U V, where | U | = | V | = Kp and let w : U  ---- > V
be a bijection. Define n : X -----> X by
Xn = (Xa~i n Y) C ^ y  if x e Ya
(X^ a) n = X^Y 
(x,3) n = X a1 o
ux\ = (Kw) n = u for a EU
Then (Xa  ^n y) ç is a single element, since { Xa  ^ Y j = 1 and
ker Ç C ker y . Also it is easy to verify that n E , and for all"0
X / Xo
xÇan = Xy = x5 = x€3n,
while X Çan = X y, X Ç3h = X ô . That is o o o o
Çan = y r • ÇBn =5,
giving (y,5) E p, as required.
 h...' -
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lÆMMA 3.25. L o t. a,3 E S 6c 6ucfi t i i a t 1 3 | D(a,3)| < KpfSp -
and l o t  Q be a  congAuenae on s c o n ta t} iln g (a,g). Then p eoivtat^i6 a i t
oloinonts (y,5) e s x 6ueh th a t l 4: | D(y,6) | < K .
^0 ^0
Proof. Let y , 6 G S and suppose that | D(y,6) | = n < Mp ,bp
i.e., that
•D(y,6) =
Then, define y = y and for i = 1,2, ....   n define y. e S byo X
X y^ = ■^^ i-i ^
Then I D(y^, y^^^) | = | | == 1. Also it is easily verified that
y^ = Ô. (The sequence y^, .....   y^ changes a^y to a^6 successively for
i = 1,  ....   n.). By the proof of the previous lemma there exist
in (i = O, .....   n-1) such that
^ i ^ ^ i  ^  ^ i  ' ^ i ^ ^ i  ^  ^ i + 1 *
Hence we have a sequence
y = = Yl = = ^2 = Î2“”2 •
of elementary transitions connecting y to 5 and so (y,6) e P.
Notice that if p is a congruence on S such that p contains a pair
(a,3) for which | D(a,3) 1 = Hp , then p is the universal congruence,
by Lemmas 3.13, 3.15 and 3.20 in [16]. Hence it follows from Lemma 
3.25 that
COROLLARY 3.26. ç> t s  a  n o n - t A lv t o l  congAaence on th e n
P - •
«0
It now follows from the work of Howie [16] that A ^ is thehp
maximum noh-universal congruence on S . Hence if p is a non-trivial
^0
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congruence on S then p = A ^ , since p 2 A by Corollary 3.26.
We can now state the theorem describing the lattice of congruences
on S,
THEOREM 3.27. The congAuence A o6 doyScJilbed I n  (3.23) Zs th e
o n ly  pAopeA eongAuence on s ^
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CHAPTER 4
•-INVERSE SEMIGROUPS GENERATED BY 
• NILPOTENT TRANSFORMATIONS
1. INTRODUCTION
As remarked by A. H, Clifford and G. B. Preston [5, 8.1] R. Baer 
and F. Levi [1] presented in a paper (1932) a right cancellative, right 
simple semigroup which is not a group. This semigroup is the semigroup 
of all one-to-one mappings a of a countable set. I, say into itself with 
the property that I \ la is not finite. More generally, if p and q are 
infinite cardinals such that p ^ q we shall say that S is a BaoA-LevZ^ 
éOJiligAOap OjJ type (p,q) on th e a if ] a | = p and if S is the semi­
group of all one-to-one mappings r\ (combined under composition) of A 
into A, having the property that j A \ An j = q. It then follows that 
if X is an infinite set of cardinality m, the Bci2A~Levt 60)}ltgAOUp B o£ 
type (m,m) on X is defined as
B = {& e <_$^ (X) : C(a) -  0 , | def a |= m}.
The first objective of this chapter is to find a dual semigroup- for B.
Within there does not appear to be any satisfactory dual for B,.but
in fact B E r the symmetric inverse semigroup on X for
B = {a E t_v^X) : gap a = 0 , ] def a j = m} , (4.1)
where gap a = X \ dom a. Within «_>^X) there is a natural dual B which 
is described in the next section. . . . .
*Particular attention is given to the semigroup generated by B B,
*K = <B B>. m -
The main result of section 3, Theorem 4.17, states that is the 
inverse semigroup generated by the nilpotent elements of t_>-^ Tx) of index 2: 
Finally, in section 4 we produce an inverse and nilpotent-generated 
semigroup which is congruence-free.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
Let X be an infinite set of cardinality m and denote by ,_y^X) the 
symmetric inverse semigroup on X. Let B be the Baer-Levi semigroup of 
type (m,m) on X (4.1) and consider the following subset of ,__y^ X)
B* = {a E : 1 gap a | = m , def a = 0} . (4.2)
LEMMA 4.3. Let B* be .the  s e t  de fined  tn  (4.2). Then b ts  .a non- 
empty subsenUgAoup o^ .
Proof. If X = Y U Z is a partition of X into two subsets both of
*cardinality m, then it is easy to see that B contains all the bisections
0 from Y onto X. Thus B / 0.
* . *To see that B is a semigroup is not difficult either. Let a,3 E b .
Since
-1dora (o3) = (ran a n dom 3) ct C dom a
*
it follows that gap (a3) D gap a, and so
m - I gap a | <: | gap (a3) | •
Hence | gap (qS) | = m. Also, since ran a = ran 3 = X we have
ran (a3) = (ran a n dom 3) 3 = (dom 3) 3 - X,
giving def (a3) = 0, as required.
*We next prove for B a lemma which is the dual of [5, Lemma 8.1]. 
LBïî5tA 4.4. L e t B* be th e  semtgAoup de^tyied t n  (4.2). Then b t s  a, 
l e i t  c jd n e M a tto e  and l e ^ t  stm pZe semtgAoup iv tth o u t td m p o te n ts .
Proof. This lemma becomes obvious if we observe that Y : B ------> B
given by
a Y = a  ^ (o E B)
is an anti—isomorphism. That this is so follows from (4.1) and (4.2) and
from the remarks that
gap (cc )^ = def ct , def a = gap (a)
-1 - 1 - 1  (a3) = 3 a
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* *Both products BB and B B are of some interest. First, we have 
LEMMA 4.5. B and B* oAt th e  seniigAoups de^tned AoApectlveh j by
(4.1) and (4.2) then bb* = .
Proof. It is obvious that BB C since both B and B are
contained in .
Conversely, consider a E ,_^ ^^ X) with dom a = P, ran a = Q. Choose 
disjoint subsets R^, R^, R^ of X such that
J I R2 1 = 1 R3 I = m, X = R^ U Rg U Rg.
Since |p ( ^ m, j x \ P  j ^ m  there exist injections 0; : P -----> R^ and
2^ÿ : X\P -----> R_. Define 0E,_^.^x) by
x3 = xe if X E p
X(/> if X E X \ P
Then gap 0 = 0, def 0 Z) R_ and so 3 E b .—  J
Next, observe that j X\Q j m and let Y : X \ Q  -----> R^ be an
injection. Then define Y E c_vMx) by
XY = X0”  ^ OL if X E P0
XY“  ^ if X E (X\G)Y .
*Tiien gap y ^ R^ », ran y = X and so y E b .. z
Finally
-1dom (3Y) = (ran 3 ^  dom .Y) 3 = p = dom a
ran (3Y) = (ran 3 61 dom Y) Y = Q = ran a,
and X(3Y) = (X0)Y = [ (X0) 0 ^ ]a = X a  for all X  E P. Thus a = 3Y E BB
as required.
" *We now describe the product B B and then concentrate our attention
*on K - <B B> . m
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LEMMA 4.6. . Ji B cüîd B oAc the 4cj?k'c?/L0up4 de^ tyiod Aey!>pecttvelij bij (4.1) 
and (4.2) then
B B = {a E t^xMx) : |. dom a | = | ran a | = | gap (a) | = | def (a) | = m },
*Proof, Let a E b , 3 E b. Then ran a = dom 3 = X ,
I gap a j = j def 3 j. = m and | doii a | = { ran 3 1 = m. Hence
-1 -1• ■ dom(a3) = (ran a n dom 3)ct = X a = dom a
* and • . ■ .
; ran (a3)= (ran a 61 don 3) 3 = X 3 - ran 3 ,
■ giving
gap (a3) = gap a, def (a3) = def 3.
It now follows easily that
I don (a3) | = | ran (a3) | = | gap (a3) | = | def (a3) |
Conversely, let a G t_vMx) be such that
j dom a j = j ran a| = { gap a | = { def a j = m.
m.
If 3 : dom a > X is bijection then 3 E,_^ ,^ X) . Let 0 = 3 . It is
I *then easy to verify that a = 39 and that 3 E B , 0 G B ,  as required.
'Notice now that the set B B fails to be a semigroup. For if
'
X = Y u V u Z i s a  partition of X such that | Y |  = | v ) = | z | = : . m
and a : Y -----> V, 3 : Z -----> V are bijections then both a and 3 are
*in B B. But a3 = O, the empty mapping, and obviously since dom (O) = 
ran (O) = 0 we have that
*a3 = O 0 B B.
*. We will however come back to the set B B in section 4. There, we 
shall describe a Rees quotient whose non-zero elements are the singleton 
sets {a} , where a e B B.
Before that we prove the following lemma:
LEMMA 4.7. B and B oAe the sej}itgAoup5 defined A espectlve lij by
(4.1) and (4.2) then
<B*b> = {a 6t_v^X) : j gap a j = | def a j = m}.
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Proof. Let = {a G t_>^X) : [gap ot| = |def a | = m).
Notice first that K is a subsemigroup of «_>^Tx) . For if
a and 3 are two elements of K then, as we saw before, since dom (a3) C dom a Mm —
and ran (a3) C ran 3 it follows that
gap a C gap (a3) , def 3 C def (a3)
m
I dom Y 1 = ( ran Y j = m , | gap Y | = | def Y | = ) p ] m
*and so Y G B B.
Next observe that
1(ran 3 n dom Y) 3 “ (ran a) 3 - dom cc,
(ran 3 n dom y )Y = .ran a,
* 2and that for all X in don a, x 3Y = Xa. Thus a = BY E (B B) , as required
3. AN "INVERSE AND NILPOTENT-GEI'.IERATED SEMIGROUP
Notice that the empty mapping, which we shall denote by "O", belongs
to K^. In fact O E and we have
def O = gap O = X.
Observe also that for each a E there exists a  ^G and
— 3.gap a = def a , def a = gap a.
* * 2 Therefore since B B C K we have that (B B) C K .—  m —  m
Suppose now that a E K . Then j gap a } = | def a } = m and so we Im -
may write
gap a = Z U T , def a = P U Q, 
where Z n T = P r\ Q ~ 0 and | Z ) = | T j = | P { = ;1 Q [ = m. Let
G : Z — -- > P be a bijection and define
3 = a U 0 : dom a U Z  --- — > ran a U p
Then | dom 3 | - m , | gap 3 | = | T | = m | ran 3 |
I def 3 I = j Q ] = m and so 3 E b b .
Now define Y= 1 , Thenran a U Q
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Hence, | gap a | = | def a | = m gives
gap a 1 " j def a | = m
-1and so a e K . Thus we have m
LEMMA 4.8. X6 an xnvgA4& SubsmtgAoup contatn lng a
zoAo-eXment.
We now recall that in a semigroup S with zero, an element 6 is said 
to be n tZpo ten t if = O for some n ^ 1. If = O but s^ / O we say 
that s is yu lp o te n t' tndex n. Thus, in particular, if we say that ct is
a HctpotenX element of t_>^ (X) 0^ Zndex 2 we mean that a / O and ot^ = O.
This is obviously equivalent to the statement
dcoi a / 0 _ and dom a 6i ran a =0.
Hence it is clear that the set of nilpotents of t-y^ X^) of index 2 is 
non-empty. In fact, if X = U U V is a partition of X and ] U j = j V j = m
then any bijection 0 : U ---- > V is a nilpotent element of t_y^ 7x) of
index 2. Write
= {a G t_y^X) : a / O and = O}.
(2)LEMMA 4.9. n ' C K .m
(2 ) "Proof. Let a G N . Then
dom a 0 0 and dom a n ran a = 0
and so
ran a C gap a , dom a C def a. (4.10)
If we suppose by way of contradiction that a ^ then either
(i) j gap a j < m or (ii) j def a J <m (or both). In case (i),
I gap a [ < m "implies that j dom a | = m and since a is one-to-one it would
follow that
I ran a j = m. (4.11)
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Thus B e n
dcm B n ran 8 = 0. 
(2)
-1Now let Y = 8 a . Then
dcrj Y = (ran 8  ^ n dom a) 3 = ran 6,
“1(since ran 8. = dom 8 = dom a) and similarly
ran Y = ran a.
In fact,
8 Y = ' 3 3 ^ a = a ,
But (4.10) gives
1 ran a | -$ | gap a | < m
according with our supposition (i) and so, 1
I ran a | < ra,
contradicting (4.11),
A similar argument, interchanging dom a and gap a with ran a and
def a shows that case (ii) leads to a contradiction too. Hence a E-k ,m 
-as required.
LEMMA 4,12. LoX a E K . Then a Canm
be expAessed as a  pAoduct to o  eZonents o^ n  and o n ly
I gap a 61 def aj= m 
Proof. Let o E K^ . "We suppose first 
that { gap a fl def a | = m. Let
gap a n def a = Y U U, (4.13)
where | Y ( = } U { = m and Y f1 U = 0. _
Now define 3 : dom a  > Y to be a injection. Then 3 E cx^X)
and don 3 / 0 ; also, since
dom 3 61 ran 3 2 a fi Y , ,
it follows from (4.13) that
• ■i*. -• . .g. i--'- .y V , . » • JfA f-~ -.V‘. ,,«»• ,,5>- T V -.a. A . ; ,.)Ji s« .
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—5 * (2)since 33 = 1. . Also y G N , since dom Y / 0 anddCGi a
dom Y n ran Y “ ran 3 n ran a = 0,
(2) 2Thüs a = 3 YE(N ) , as required . ’
To complete the proof of Lemma 4.12 let a G K and suppose that a = 3Yr(2) 9where 3 and y are elements of N . We have to consider two cases (i)
I ran a| = m and (ii) O < (ran a|< m. If (ran a| = m then
m = I ran a | = | (ran 3 n dom Y)3 1 = | ran 3 H dom y|. (4.14)
Now
Hence
dom a C dom 3 , ran a c ran y,
dom 3 (Y ran 3 = dom Y 6» ran Y = 0.
(ran 3 6) dom y ) 61 dom a C ran 3 6i dom 3 = 0,
(ran 3 61 dom Y ) n ran a C dcsu Y n ran Y = 0,
and so
ran 3 61 dcm y C gap a, 
ran 3 6l dcm y 2  <3ef a.
From (4.14) it now follows that ‘
J gap a 61 def a | = m.
In the case where O < (ran aj < m we have (dom aj = (ran aj < m and "4
hence j dom a U ran a | < m, giving
(gap a fl def aj = jx \ (dom a U ran a) | = m.
Lemma 4.12 is now proved.
We are now left with the case in which a G K is such thatm
(gap a 61 def aj < m. (4.15)
(2)Let a E K \ N be such that a satisfies (4.15). m
It follows from the previous lemma that a cannot be expressed as a(2) (2) product of two elements of N . Hence if a E <n > at all, then a(2)minimum number of three elements of N is required. In fact we have
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LEIdMA 4.16. Lot a be CHI elenmit 0|( 6Uck tiu u t | gap a n def a
(2 ) *Then theAe exif>t n^r -cn n' hsuch thcU a = ng n^ .
.Proof. Take a ^  and suppose that { gap a n def a | < m.
< m.
Hence, since a e it follows that
I gap a I = I def a j = m.
Thus, if Y = gap a n def a then
• . I def a \ Y I 5= 1 gap a \ Y | = m.
We have the following diagram:
Y = gap a n def agap a \Y
ran ct
def a \ Y
dom a
Let dom a > gap ct \ Y, : gap a \ Y > def a \ Y be
bijections. Clearly both and belong to N (2)
Now let D' -1 .Trt- • ""1 —1Then a = since Hj^ n2h2
dom a Also dom H-j ~ def a \ Y 0 and
dom ran = (defa\Y) n ran a = 0,
giving E N C2) This completes the-proof of lemma 4.16. 
We can now state the main result of this section.
THEOREM 4.17. LetK be cbS d e n n e d  t n  Lemma 4 . 7 .  Then K tô  th e  tnveA sem m
^emtgAoup geneAated btf th e  n i lp o t e n t  e le ir ie n ti O/y In d e x 2.
MoAeoveA, denotes t h e  6ejUgA,oup genoAoted by we have
:3
1
iI
•'■I?
.....
4. A CLASS OF INVERSE NILPOTENT-GENERATED AND CONGRUENCE-FREE 
SEMIGROUPS
We begin with the following lemma:
LEMMA 4.18. ¥oA cac/i k « m th e  6 e t
P = {a € K : I dom a |(= I ran a !)< k)k m -
Z6 a pAopen. Ideal o/(.k^ .
Proof. Let k m. Observe first that P, contains the zero of K - k . m
and so P^ 0. Also, it is clear that P^ C K^. For if X = Y U Z is
a partition of X such that j Y j = | Z j = ra and 0 ; Y ---=— > Z is a
bijection then 0 G K \ P .ra k
Now take a E K and 0 E P, . We are required to show that both a0ra k
and 0a belong to P, . Since dom (6a) C dom 0 and ran (a6) C ran 6 it 
follows that
I dom (0a) | $ j dom 6 \ <k, | ran (aB) { ^  ) ran 0 | < k,
and hence that 0a E p^, a0 E p^ .
Notice that
k < k_ ra => P. C p-1 -2 - , ki
Thus, P^ is maximal among the ideals P^  ^ (k m) .
The Rees congruence associated with P^ is defined by
■p = " Ik 'm
i.e. (a,3) ^ p if and only if eZtlieA a -  & OA a and 3 are such that
I dom a I ( = I ran a j) < m, | dom 3 |( = 1 ran 3|) < ra.
Hence the quotient semigroup is ' •
s= {a G : | dom a | ( = | ran a | ) = m} U {0}. (4.19)
. .'-.-".'I'.
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By Lemma 4.6 we then have 
*L = B B U {O}, m •.
*where all the products not falling in B B are zero.
We proceed .now to explore the properties of the semigroup L^,
LEMMA 4.20. L^ 0/6 d e itn z d  t n  (4.19) t s  a  o - b t i t m p le ,  tnveASe and  
n ilp o te n t-g e n e A o te d  éeîvlgAoup,
Proof. Since is an inverse and nilpotent-generated semigroup
(Theorem 4.17) and since these properties are inherited by homomorphic
images, it follows that L^ is an inverse and nilpotent-generated semigroup.
We now have to show that L is o-bisiraple. Since K is an inverse ■m m
(and hence regular) sub semi g roup of , it follows [12, II, Prop. 4.5] î
that if a,3 6 K \P then in K if and only if in «_>^ (^X) .m m  m
Similarly, a.=^^^in if and only if Ocr^^^in t_>^X) . Since every element j
in a regular semigroup is .^^-equivalent to an idempotent [12, II, Prop 3.2] the>
o-bisimplicity of L will follow if we show that (c,n) ^ fo r every Jm
pair of idempotents e,n in K \ P .^ m m I
Accordingly, let e,n be two non-zero idempotents in K^\ P^. Then it 
follows from [12, V, Prop. 1.9] that s = 1^ and j\ -  1^, where A and B are- 
subsets of X satisfying
| A |  = j x \ A j  = j B | = | x \ B } = = m .  (4.21)
Now, let a : A ---> B be a bijection. Then clearly, by (4.21) a E L^. c
Also,
•^1 ^ Xaa = 1^ = e , a a = 1^ = n.
Hence it follows from [12, II, Prop. 3.6] that as required.
Since L^ . is o-bisimple and II, 1.4] it follows
that ^  in L and so K \ P and {o} are the only j^-classes^  m m m  cz
in L^ . The semigroup is a principal factor of [12, III, section 1] .
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Ihe semigroup is not congruence-free. It follows from the work of
Liber [19] that for each p < m the relation
6 = {(a,3) e K X K : I(a\3) U (3 \ a) j < p}p m m '  -
is a congruence on K^. In using this notation we are regarding a and 3 as
subsets of X X X in the usual way. If denotes the Rees congruence on Km m
whose quotient semigroup is L = K / P (where P is the ideal defined inm m m m
Lemma 4.18) then it is easy to see that
P° C a . m —  m
Hence it follows from [12, I. Theorem 5.6] that
6 =6  /P° ■= {(a,3) G L X L :  (a,3) E 5 } m m m  m m  m
is a congruence on L , where a denotes the congruence class containing a.m
It is not hard to see that
6 = {(a,3) E L  \{o} X L \{0} : (a,3) E 6 } U {(0,0)}. (4.22)m m m m
For if a E K and 3 E K \ P are such that (a,3) E Ô then m m m m
I dom 3 [‘ = jran 3 | = m and jdom a \ dom 3 ) < m, | dom 3 \ dom aj < m;
|D(a,3)I < m.
Hence | (dom a n dom 3) \D(a,3)| = m and so
(dom a I = (ran aj = m,
giving a E K \ P , We have shovm that if a,3 in L are such that m m  m
(a,3) E A then either both a,3 are in K \ P or they are both in P .m m m  m
Having defined the congruence 6 in L it is reasonable to ask whetherm m
or not the inverse semigroup L* = L /5 is congruence-free.m m m
I
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Some of the properties of we already know. It is o-bisimple, 
inverse and nilpotent-generated - these being properties that it inherits 
as a homomorphic image of L^. We shall prove that it is also congruence- 
free.
It is known [32, 39] that a regular o- simple semigroup S is 
congruence-free if and only if the congruence
à — {(#,6) G s X s : ( 1^  4,-^  G S^) 6gX. ~ O <=> 46-t = O}
*is trivial. Applying this to , we see that what we are required to
show is that if a,6 G \ {o} are such that
Xcv — O X ~ O 
•_for all X,v ^ then (a,0) G 5^.
AAccordingly, let us suppose that a,3 in are such that (a,3) ^ 6^^ 
and a,3 O. Notice that it follows from (4.22) that
'^m ” G ^  ^doni a \dom 3 1 + 1 dôm 3 \<3ora a | + { D(a, 3) | < m),
where
D(ct,3). = {% e dom ct n dom.3 : X a  ^ X3>
Hence,., if (a,B) ^ 6^ then at least one of the three cardinals | D(a,3) { ,
I dom a \ dom 3‘! and j dom 3 \ dom a | must be m.
We suppose that { D(a,3) | = m. Our aim is to find X and v both in ’
L such that m
. Xav 5^ O and X3v = O.
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To do this we proceed as follows.
By [20, lemma 2], there exists a s-ubset Y of D (a,6) such that 
I Y I = m and Ya n Y3 = 0. Let Y = Z u V be a partition of Y where 
I Z I = [ V I = m. Then since a and 3 are both one-to-one we have
I Za I = I Va I = 1 V3 1 =
Let X ; Z ----- >• V be a bisection. Then,
Z3 (4,23)
I dom X 1 = I gap X. | = | def X | = | ran X | = m,
giving X e \ { o ) Since ran X = V C Y and Ya H y p  = 0  it follows 
that
ran(Xa) n ran (X3) = 0«
We certainly have by (4.23)
I ran (Xa) | = ( Va | = { V3 { “ j ran (X3) | = iii.
Now define v : Va ---- > V3 to be a bisection. Then
I dom v[ = 1 ran v| = m.
Also/ gap v D Za and def v D Z3 for otherwise, since a and 3 are both 
one-to-one it would follow that Z n V / 0, which contradicts our 
hypothesis. Hence (4.23) gives
I gap V I = I def v |= m,
and so V € L \ { o } .m
dom a ran a
dom 3 ran 3-
I
■ '-t
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Clearly, ran X = V C dom a and V a = dom v together give ran (Xav) 0 0. 
Moreover,
I dom (Xav) { = j ran(Xav) | = j (Va)v | = | V3 | = m.
The same does not happen with the mapping Xgv. We have ran X = V C dom 3
but
V3 ^ dom V =. V3 n Va =0,
and so
I dom (X3v) j == I ran (X3v) j = O < m.
Hence in the case where j D(a,3) | = m we found X and v both in such
that
Xa3 5^ O and X3v = O,
as required.
The remaining cases in which either | dom a \ dom 3 | = m or
I dom 3 \dom a |- ra (or both) are identical to each other.
Let us therefore take a,3 in K \P and suppose-thatm I ra
I dom a \dora 3 ! = m.'
Let dom a \ dom 3 = Ü U v be a partition of dom a \ dean 3/ where
I U I = 1 V I = m. We define X ; Ü -----> V to be a bisection and we
»define v to be the identity map of Va, i.e., v = 1^. It is clear that
X G L^\ {o } .  Also since a is one-to-one, } V ( = } U | = m give
I Ua I = I Va I = m and since
def V = gap v 3 Ua
it now follows that v G L^{0}. We have the following Venn diagram.
[See overleaf for diagram.]
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dom a
Va
dom. 3
Now
dom (Xav) = U, ran (Xav) = Va
and so Xav e L \ {o}. On the other hand, m
ran X n dom 3 = V n dom 3 “ 0#
and so X3 = O, giving X3v = O. Thus, and as in the previous case, we have
defined two maps X and v both in L for whichm
Xav O and X3v = O.
*As already mentioned, this implies that is congruence-free.
We can now state the following theorem.
THEOREM 4.24. Let X 52. a 6 i ot t h Z n ^ ù ic te . cjCb'Ldinat m and lo X
•L ' = (K \ P ) u {o} 6c. -t/ic. 'SQjtila^xcLip dz'(dnzd Zn (4.19). Let 6 be th e  m m m  ^ m
conaAuence de^tned tn  l dlj (4.22) ajid diDiote h / i  bij l  , TkeJi l  tySm m m  m m
a  congAaence-^Aee, ZnvCyUe and iM p o ta n t-g c n e .'tc U e d  ^m çgAoap.
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CHAPTER 5
EMBEDDINGS AND CARDINALITIES
1. INTRODUCTION
full transformation semigroup and is based on Mal’cev's theory of
congruences on .
More recently, using Bruck-Reilly extensions. A, Clement and 
P. Pastijn [3] provided a way of embedding an infinite o-bisimple semigroup 
Into a bisimple semigroup of the same infinite cardinality.
In this chapter a series of two embedding theorems is provided. Both 
theorems stated in section 2 and section 3.are closely related to the 
work presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4 of this thesis,-
Finally, in section 4, we investigate the cardinalities of some of 
thë semigroups introduced in this thesis, . .
2. EMBEDDING A SEMIGROUP IN A O-BISIMPLE, CONGRUENCE-FREE IDE^ -tPOTENT- 
GENERATED SEMIGROUP
In 1979 [9] T. E. Hall, showed that every semigroup is embeddable in - 
a bisimple, idempotcnt-generated congruence-free semigroup. Two years 
later [16] Howie achieved the same result using a different method S
- When a new subsemigroup of (X) or (X) is introduced and 
described a relation between this particular semigroup and an arbitrary 
semigroup (or inverse semigroup) is frequently, obtained, usually in the 
form of an embedding theorem. The process of embedding tends to be 
similar for many different cases, even though the semigroups may differ 
in their properties. •
In 1963 [35] Sutov showed that an arbitrary semigroup can always be 
embedded in a congruence-free semigroup, using two different methods.
Later, in 1972, Nunn [24] provided a variant of one of these methods to 
establish another form of embedding result, ‘‘His method makes use of the i
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altogether. Following Howie’s method and applying the results presented 
in Chapter 2 of this thesis, we now show how to erni^ ed any semigroup in a 
different idempotent-generated, congruence-free semigroup.
Let S be a semigroup with 1 < j S j ^ m, where m is an infinite 
cardinal number. Let Y and Z be mutually disjoint sets of cardinality m.
Then
. X = X (Y U Z)
is a set of cardinality ro. For each Æ ^ S define p in by« vL
ù , t j ) , 6 ^  S^, if e Y
(6,Z) = (1,Z) . 6 e s^, z e z
It is very easy to verify that for all Cl,b in S
• P.b = => * = b '
and so the mapping $ : CL f— >p embeds S in .
Moreover, since for each CL G S
1 1C (p 2 S X Z cind def p^ 2 \ { l } ) x Z ,  it follov/s that
I C(P^) I = I def p'^  1 = I Z 1 = m,
and so p^ G Q^. Also, ran D {1} x Z giving 
I ran p^ | = m.
Hence p ^ G P , where P is the semigroup introduced in Chaoter 2 (2.2). d m ra
Therefore, $ embeds S in P .ra
We now recall (Theorem 2.11) that
P = P / A , ra ra ^ ra
where 6 is the congruence defined by ra .
• = {(a,6) e X jjjj Î max ( | D(a,8)a | , | D(a,3)8 | < m}U{<o,0)}
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We shall prove tliat if a.,6 G S are such that a r  b then (p , p, ) ^  A -d o  m
To see this notice that since ^ is an embedding and d / 6 we have that
P^ ^ Pb
D(P^, P^ ) = S X Y, 
where S ~ {4 G a6} 0. Hence it is clear that
and that
P&)Pb = Sbx Y.
Thus it follows that
I D(p^, Pb)P& I = I D(p^, P^ )Pb I = I Y I = m,
and so (P^ / P^ ) 0 Therefore, the composition
• - -• * m *
S ---------  ^ P--  =--- > Pm m
•*»
*is an embedding of S in P . It now follows from Theorem 2-11 thatm
THEOREM 5.1 TjJ m .C6 OH tn ^ t ivL te  caAcUnaZ niur/oeA, then th e  o~bZsZripZe, 
Zdmpotervt-geneAcvtedf congAu.(Uice~{xee -^emigAoup contaÂivS an ZicmoAplvia
copcf 0  ^z\)QAy 62jnigAoup 0^  oAdeA not exceeding m.
3. EMBEDDING AN INVERSE SEMIGROUP IN A CONGRUENCE-FREE Ilh/ERSS 
NILPOTENT-GENERATED SEMIGROUP
In section 4 of Chapter 4 a o-bisimple, inverse, nilpotent-generated
congruence-free semigroup is described. Recall that if m is an infinite
cardinal number and if is the subsemigroup of defined by
= {a E : | gap a | = | def a | = m}.
then
*= {a G ; j dom a | =|ran a | = m) U {o}
is a o-bisimple, inverse, nilpotent-generated semigroup which is not 
congruence-free. However, the semigroup
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in = L /ô , m / m
where Ô is the congruence defined in L by m in
6 = {(a,3) E L x L  : j (a\3) U (3\ot) | < m},m m m  . « (5.2)
has the same properties as and it is congruence-free.
We shall show in this section that every inverse semigroup of
*cardinality not greater than m is embeddable in .
Let S be an inverse semigroup such that } S j >1. Let m be an
infinite cardinal number such that m :^ | S | , and define
X = S X (Z U W) ,
where | Z | == j W j — m, and Z H W = 0. Then { X ( = m. For all d G S
define by
dom = Sdd X Zd-1(Add , Z) (J>^ = (Ad,Z) , 
where A G s and z E z. Since the Vagner-Preston representation is faithful
d
Notice now that
is follows that ^ ^ t->^X) and that i the map $ : d 1— > (j) embeds S ind
dom (|)d m
and so
dom ({»d = ran d m.
Also, since S x W C def ({> and S x W C gap (j) it follows that—" d —  d
I gap I = I def I = m.
Hence E L \  { o }. Thus we have d m .
LEMMA 5.3. The map $ : d  ----> 6^ embeds s Zn l  ,d m
It also follows from the fact that the Vagner-Preston representation 
di— > is faithful that
(P^ \ Pj,) u (p^ X P^  0,
.... . . ..'t. 3 . .'2 Î.
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for all d,6 E s such that d ^ b. Hence there exists 
(%,y) ^ Pfo) ^  (P&\
and so, for. each Z G Z,
{ ( x , z ) ,  (t/,z) ) e  u  ( * ^ \
giving /
I \ 4»b) (4>b\ <l>^) I = 1 2 I = m.
Therefore, by (5.2), (#^ y <p^ ) ^ $ . Hence we have that the composition
'i ' .
I
S -------- > L  =----->Lm m
*is an embedding of S in . Thus we have
THEOREM 5.4. EvoJuj ZnvQAySe 6eniLQAOLLp Z& 0ubedcfjxbZe Zn a o-bZsZrnpZe, 
ZnvzAse, nZZpotent-gmeAoted congAuence-^Aee semlgAoup.
Recently [18] H. Leemans and F. Pastijn described a way of embedding 
an infinite inverse semigroup of cardinality m in a bisimple, congruence- 
free inverse semigroup of the same cardinality.
They also provide a method of embedding every finite inverse semi­
group in a bisimple, congruence-free inverse semigroup of cardinality Xg
4. CARDINALITIES
In this thesis some semigroups of particular interest were introduced 
and investigated, namely the semigroups P^, and (m being an 
arbitrary infinite cardinal).
One of the many questions that arose as the above semigroups v/ere 
studied was to know how "big" they were. Our guess was that they all 
would have the same cardinality 2^ . That this is the case will be shown 
in this final section. We shall also prove that
iCi = iCi = iVi=iCi = 2'-
■ 73 .
We start by reminding ourselves of a well-known result in set theory. f|
LEMMA 5.5. Jn a 6eyt X 0 ^ caA cU iia titij m the/LC axe 2^  subsets a such
th a t I A I = I X \A I = m
Proof. Let X be an infinite set such that J X | = m.
Let . - .
X = P U Q U R
be a disjoint union where I p 1 = I q | “ { r 1~ m. Notice that for 
any subset C of Q> we have that
I P Uc| = | RU( Q\ c )  | = m ,
i.e. . . ,
I P U C I = 1 x\ (P u c) I = n.
Hence lemma 5.5 follows, for there are 2- subsets C of Q.
Recall now (see Chapter 1) that
^ : 1 C(a) I = | S(a) ] = | def a | = m},
and that
^ ^ ran a) |  ^ | < m , | ran a | = m}.
Since-
P^ - {a E : I ran a | = m} V {o }  , 
it follows that
I ®io I  ^ I ' ’m I ^ I 1  ^ I I- (5.6)
It is well known that ] | = 2^ . Hence, if we show that ] S i = 2^ '1
it will follow from (5.6) that
I \  I = 1 I = I Qqj I “ I «-5^) 1 “ 2 -.
Our next lemma is as follows;
LEMMA 5.7. •I S I = 2®.' m '*Proof. Define
T = {a C X : I A I = I X\ A I m}. (5.8)
We already know by lemma 5.5 that [ T | = 2^ . Hence lemma 5.7 will follow |
if we produce an injection 0 from T into S^.
Take A E T and let
X = L J  X i 6 I
be a disjoint union, where | I | = m and | | = 2 for all i E I.
Let f: I ----> A be a bijection and define a in by
X, <x ~ if (i E I)
Hence it is clear that ran a = A and so, since A E t it follows that
I ran a j = ) def a j = m.
Also I C(a) I = I X I ='m and ’
I f/a ^ I = 2 < m,
for all If ^ ran a. Therefore a e S . It is obvious that the mapm
A I > a maps T into S in a one-to-one manner. Hence,m
=  1 T  1 <  I I <  I 1 =  2 ™ ,
giving I j = I 2-, as required.
LEMMA 5.9. I L^ I = |K I = 2™.' m'
Proof. Let us remind ourselves first that
L^ = * ! (3om a { (= I ran a j) = m} ^ {o } .
where K is the subsemigroup of (X) defined by
■  K.
c ^ X
= {a E ; I gap « 1=1 def a j = m}.
Now take A E t , where T is the set defined in (5.8). Then
I A ( = I x\ A I = m. Let f : A ----> X \ A be a bijection. Hence it
follows that f E L \ (O). Also it is obvious that the mao A  ----> f isCl . .
ah.injection from T.into L . Thereforem-
2- = |t| < |l^ |.
Observe now that
2- = )t1 < Il^ I < |k_^ | < I ^ a ) \ .
■4
.
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Iand so, since | (X) j = 2~, it follows that
|6j = iKj = 2 ^
Next recall that
where A is the congruence defined in S by in Cl
A - {{a,3) E S  X S ; max ( | D(a,3)ct | , | D(a,3)3 |)<m} m m m  ~
Notice that if m is not a regular cardinal then S is just a set and Am m
is an equivalence relation defined on it.
We have the following lemma:
mLEMMA 5.10 I S 1=2-.m
Proof. Consider « E S  and denote by [a] the A -class containing «.m " m
For each k < m define
{Z £  X : 1 Z I = k},
in ctefiand for each Z de ne
B(Z,«) = (3 E S^ : D(«,3) = 2}.
Let
Then
I j^ ^  B(Z,«) (5.11)
~ K  .
[a] = - (5.12)
k  <  m  .
Now if we consider | B(Z,«){ we see that for each of the k elements
2 of Z there are ra choices for 23. Hence
kI B(Z,«) I = m- = m.
Next, let us think of j I • la forming a set Z in each of
the k elements of Z can be selected in m ways. Therefore !
I « 5 ^  I = = m. .
Hence by (5.11) ( A^ j = m^ - m (k < m), and then by (5.12) it follows 
that I [ «] I = m.
-■ . . . . i . v-,i-,   ,    : I.':'.'. "... :n-'  .  r
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*Now S is the union over S of all the sets [a] . Hence, since m m
-  ^  *Is  I = 2™ it follows that 2^  = j S | m and so' m ‘ ' m '
i C  1 = 2 - '
as required.
* *Notice next that since S C p we also have thatm m
2® .< I P / U< I P J  = a-î
and hence
T ' C  I = 2-!‘
Finally recall that
where 6 is the congruence defined in L by m m
6 = {(0,3) E L X L  : I (a\ 3) u (3\ a) I < m}. m m m
A similar argument to that used in th^ proof of lemma 5.10 allows us to 
obtain next lemma:
LEMI4A 5.13. I L * I = 2*.m
Proof. Let a E L \ {o} and denote by [a] the 6 -class containing a, m  ^ m
For each k < m define :
{Z C  X : I Z I = k}, 
fin ^and for each Z « define
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B(Z,a.) = {g E K^: I (dom a \ dom g) U (dora g \ dora a) | < m, and D(a,g) = Z}, 
where D(a,g) = {jc E dora a n dora g:xa 5^ xg}. Hence if
V _ _ V ^ ^ B ( Z , a )  (5.14)
we have that
(5.15)a = \ y
k < 5
In order to find] B(Z,a)( we have to find out first how many choices we 
have for dom g and then, once dora g is defined, how many choices we have for 
zg, for each of the k elements _z of Z.
We first show that
|{C C dora a; |c{ < ra}( = ra.
For each q < m, let A = (^ C C dora a: jc| = q}. In forming a subset C in A ,— — 9 - q
each of the q elements of C can be selected in ra ways. Hence 
I I  9(A I = m'- = ra,'
for each q < ra, and so
j{ C C dora a: |c| < m}j = j A | = m^ = m.
q I < ra ?
Similarly
I{A C gap a:|a | < m}[ “ m.
We now have the following diagram:
(5.16)
(5.17)
doradora a
Notice that dom g = (dora a U D) \ C, that is, dora g is determined by the choice
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of C and D, a subset of dom a and a subset of gap a, respectively, both
of cardinality less than ra. Hence since by (5.16) and (5.17) there are
just m choices for each of C and D, there are m choices for dora g.
Finally, for each of the k elements z of Z there are ra choices for zg
kTherefore, for each choice of dora g there are m~ choices for _zg, for each
Z in Z. Hence we have
, , k k+1|B(Z,a) j = m.ra" = ra" - m.
We now think of j • In forming a set Z in each of the k
elements of Z can be selected in m ways. Thus
1 % - , -
k = m.
• IÇ I =
, * . . * 1 I * I .Notice now that I Lra K 1 gives | K \ ^ 2- and so m ' ra
Km* I =
K
-,■1
k'
Hence by (5.14) jA^ j = ra^ = ra (k < ra) and then from (5.15) it follows that
I [a] I = 5'
Next, since is the union over L* of all the classes [a] together with 
the zero class and since |L^ | =2"* we have that Hence ^
i
'' ' • i S -i •’■% ,79
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